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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOLID STATE 

TR.A.NSFORMA TIONS IN URANIUM* 

Harold H.. Klepfer and P •. Chiotti 

ABSTRACT 

The thermal expansion of uranium and the nature of' allotropic 

transformation processes in uraulum c;,n•e of obviouo interest in precti r.t•i.ne 

or understanding th~ effects"· 'of th~rrnal cycling on components fabricated 

of uranium such as nuclear fuel element~.· ... ·Quite apart from this possible 

immediate practical interest is the theoretical interest in the transfer-

mat ion processes themselves~ . The purpose.-of the investigation reported 

was to de terminfthe temp.era t lire. 

LA 
u-rani:um from room temperature to 

dependence of the _la;tti.:e< p~ameters of 
(•. 

the melting point and fto provide experi-
. /i '. .->' 

mentai data on the general characteristics ~md kinetics of the allotropic 

transformations in ur~niu~~ ( T~ward this end high-temperature x-ray ~ 
. fl . 

diffraction, electrical resistance, and sonic experimental techniques 

were employed. The data presented are interpreted in terms of the known 

physical, mechanical·, and structural pr~perties of the metal and are 

intended as a contribution toward the complete exf>erimental and theoretical 

description of the allotropic transformation processes in pure uranium. 

Resistance effects observed accompanying the alpha-beta transformation 

in high pur~ty uranium indicate a certain degree of reversibility in ·~he 

*This report is based on a Ph. D. thesis by Harold H. Klepfer submitted 
June·, 1957, to Iowa State College, Ames, Iowa. This work was done under 
contract with the Atomic Energy Commission. 
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orientation of a given grain on thermal cycling through both transfor

mations. The effect on th~ alpha~phase thermal twinning temperature, on 

the.'remstance of newly-formed alpha, and on the transformation temperatures 

resulting from rapid thermal cycling of uranium through both allotropic 

transformations is interpreted to indicate progressive lattice hardening. 

It has been shown that the allotropic transformations in uranium 

proceed isothermally, but that the extent of isothermal transformation is 
'' 

a function of temperature over a definite telflperature range. Theiso-

thermal transformation initially.involves bursts of transformation activity 

and proceeds in its later stages very slowly to an apparent end of trans-

formation~ 

The lattice parameters of high purity uranium from room temperature 

to the melting point have been experimentally determined. . The crystallo-

graphic features of the alpha-beta transformation have been discussed .in 

terms of the lattice parameters of the two phases and the volu~e change 

at the transfqrmation temperature. The habit plane calculated is close 

to the (221) beta plane. This habit plane has not been experimentally 

observed. 

From the evidence presented it is concluded that the allotropic trans-

·formations in uranium proceed by the nucleation. and slow growth of coherent 

n,uclei. The features of the transformations are closely similar to those 

of typical martensitic reactions, except for the kinetic features. Argu-

ments have been proposed to explain these non-typical kinetic features. 
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SOLID STATE 

TRANSFORMATIONS IN URANIUM 

INTRODUCTION 

The thermal expansion of.uranium.and the nature of .allc;>- . 

tropic. transformation processes in uranium e.re of obvious . 

interest in predicting or understanding .the ef--fects of thermal 

cyc],.ing on components fabricated of uranium such a.s .·nuclear 

' fuel elements. ·Quite apart from this possible· immediate prac- . 

tical interest is the theoretical interest in the transforma.-. 

tion processes themselves .. , The purpose of the present investi

gation ;is to deter_!Iline the temperature dependence of the la.t

tice, parameters of uranium from room temperature to. the melt-:

ing point a.nd. to provide experimentai data. on the general 
. . . ·~· . . 

characteristibs and kine_t:i:cs of. the allotropic transf_ormationf3 

in uranium. Tot<Jard this end high-temperature x-ray dj,ffrac-

tion, electr_ical resist.ivi ty, end sonic experimental tech

niques were empioyed. The data presented are interpreted in 
·_./·· . . ' 

terms of thP. kno1.·m phys~cal, mechanical; EJ.nd structural·. 

. properties of the metal and are intended as a contribution 
/ 

toward. the comp],.et~. experimental and theoretical. description 

of the . al].otropic. transformation. processes. in pure uranium., 

Metallic ura.nium is known to exist in three allo·tropic 

forms between room tempere.ture and its melting point. The 

crys ta~ structures or all three pha.ses a.re known. The room 

temperature alpha form is orthorhombic and is stable at 

temperatures up to 668°0 ~ th·e .beta .. form is tetragona.l and is 

stable in the. temperature range 668 to 774°C 1 and the gamma 
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f.orm is body-cent13red. cubic and is stable from '774°0 to the 

melting point .( 1132°0) . 'The transforma:~ion temperatures 

reported vary over a. fairly wide temperature range presumably 

due to variations in the purity of the metal and to the cool-· 

ing and heating rates employed. 

The· structure of the low· temperature or alpha phtl.se was 

first determined by Jacob· and \varren ( 1) • It is orthorhombic 

of space group Omcm with four a.toms per unit cell· Tucker 

( 2) has discussed the s true ture from the standpoint of chemi

cal bonding and presents evidence for covalent bon.ding between 

atoms in the corrugat~d (010) sheets. The covalent bonding 

is propose.d s.s the baE;Jis for the commonly known metalloid

like characteristics of this pha.se. The lattice ps.rameters· 

of this phase as a fuqction of temperature from -253°C to 

640°0 have been recently reported by ·Bridge, Schwartz, and 

Vaughan ( 3) • 

Beta. uranium, the form stable between about 670°0 and 

?70°0, ha.s a complex· 'l:;etragonal cell of 30 atoms a.nd space 

group P4/mnm or P4/nmt The exact space group end precise 

atomic positions have been debated in a eerie!? of .papers by 

Tucker and f?enio and Thewlis and Steeple. .,The status of this 

debate was reviewed in a joint statement by these authors (4). 

Tl:le high hardness and low ductility of beta uranium is con-· 

sistent with the complexity of its structure. 

Wilson and Rundle ( 5) established. the structure of the 
... ·~ .. 

high temperature gamma phase as body centered cubic with two 

• 

• 

• 
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atoms per unit cell. This structure is more typical of 

• metals, and this fact is reflected in the mechanical proper

ties of uranium above about 770°0. 

• 

An authoritative review of the physical a.nd mechanical 

properties of t'he three allotropic forms of uranium is to be 

found in the Gen'eva ·Conference Report in the chapters by 

Foote (6) and Howe (7). Cahn's paper on the modes of deforma

tion in alpha uran.ium ( 8) and Holden's on the deformation of 

beta uranium (9) ·are al.so. of interest. In a recent paper· by 

Friedel (10) proposals were made on a s.emi-erripirical basis 

about the ·electronic band structure in the three phases. These 

proposals attempt to explain the temperature dependence of the 

specit'lc heat 1 magnetic.susceptibility, and· electrical re

sistivity, as we11· as the temperature dependence of the alpha. 

phase lattice parameters as reported by Saller (ll) ~ 

The complete experimental description of an allotropic 

transformation process would· inclUI:lt::l (a) a de lierm1ne.tion of 

the general features of the transformation in terms of the 

resulting macroscopic .. and microscopic changes in the material, 

(b) a qualitative and quantitative determination of the kin

etics of the reaction, and (c) a determination of the crystal

lographic orientation relationship between parent and product 

phase. Theoretical, mechanistic models have been put forth 

which show promise of-permitting the analytical deduction of 
) 

such a description.· However, in these models certain experi

mental parameters are required. In pa.rticula.r the lattice 
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parameters of the phases involved at the transf.ormation tern-:-. . ~ ·. 

peratures are needed for the calcula.tion of the crystallo.

graphic features. The elastic constants of the _phe.ses, _g~ain. 

boundary energy parameters, and mobility parameters for. the 

movement of atoms and/or imperfections in the lattices are 

also necessary for the calculation of the kinetic features. 

Before f~rther discussion of transformation processes it· 
' . ' 

is felt necessary to clarify the ambiguity in the terminology_ 

which hasarisen in the literature in this field· Past prac

tice h_as been generally to classify al].otropic ·transformations 

either as classical nuclee.tion and growth transformations or 
. ' ' . 

as me.rtensi tic or diffusionless transforme.tions. The use of 

11martensitic 11 or 11diffusionless 11 when applied as generic terms 
' . I ' 

to solid _state transformations,. however, he.s been weakened by 

recent experimental developments. 

The term. 11 martensi tic 11 has e.risen historically in group

ing together phase changes in metals and alloys having features 

similar to those for the austenite (face centered cubic) to 

martensite (body centered tet~agonal) transformation in steel· 

This particular transformation has been studied in great 

detail in various iron alloys. Important· features of this 

transformation .include the following: 

( 1) The transformation is at:q.ermal. That is it proceeds 
' ' 

only when the termperature is changing, but ceases 

when the tef!lperature is held constant.. Thus, be-l . . . 

tween two c~i tical temperatures, the tempere.ture at 

! ' 

• 
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which tl:le transforma.tlon starts (Ms) and some lower 

temperature at which the' transformetion is complete 

(Mf), the perc~nt trahsf6rmed is.bbserved to be a 

func tlon of the temperature bnly. · · Smali discre,te 

volumes within· the parent phase transform in ·a. very 

sho~t· period· of time. Th~ velocitY of propagation 

of the· ne'"' phase approa.ches the velocity· of sound 

in the matrix material. 

( 2) The new phase appea.rs as discrete: lenti·cular regions· 

o:t' li.mited size within the parent phase. ·These 

lenticula.r or disk-shaped regions appear as 11 needles 11 

upon microscopic examination. . The formation of · 

these marten·site needles is believed to be a.ccoril- ·: 

plished by the cooperative movement of a· la~ge. 

number of atoms t:hroue;h distances· less than an 

ato.mlc spacing. The ma.rtensi te regions ·are left 

~heareCl, with respect to the parent le.ttice.by this 

·process .. This shear and the ·volume change involved 

produces characteristic surface relief effe.cts. 

Furthermore,· this· p·rocess like other. processes in 

sollds involving the rapid movement of a.toms in 

phase produces sonic activity which can be detected~· 

(3)'~her~ is a definit~ orientation··re1ationship be

tween tl!e' product phase·· and· the par.ent phase.· 

(4) There is a ce·rtain degree of reversibility in·· the 

orientation.. The effect is as if there we.re · e 
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strain 11 memory 11 in the transformed meta.l "1hich 

favors the retransformation to the origi.nal orienta

tion. In particular a needle of martensite which 

has been formed on cooling retransforms on heating 

to austenite of the original orientatioh. 

The term 11diffusionless 11 when applied to this and other 

a..lloy transformations having similar cha.racteristics was in

tended to stress tha~'t they were too ·!'a:pld to allO'IIJ any oompo.-· 

sition change in the phases. Any composition adjustment would 

require diffusion, a slow process in solids. 

ClassicaJ. nuclea.tion and growth transformations in alloys 

do involve a composition change. Furthermore, from the tem

perature dependence of the rate of transformation an e.c tive .... 

tion, energy can be determined which is fo.und to be comparable 

to that for the diffusion of one of the alloying elements in 

the parent matrix. 

The implication of a composition cri tericn in d.istinguish

ing between diffusionless or martensi tic and cla.ssicel nucle

ation and growth reactions is obviously not very meaningful 

1n the .ca.se of phase changes in pure metals. 

Even in the case of·alloys at least two cases appar

ently strain the connotations of the te·rms. The bainite re-

. action in iron-cs..rbon alloys has some characteristics defi

nitely similar to those of the martensite reaction, but the 

rate is not rapid and indeed is apparently controlled by the 

diffusion of carbon in the product phase {12). The tetragonal 

,: 

·-: 

v 
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to orthorhombic transformation of a uranium-0 .3 wt·. % chromium 

a:lloy at room temperature has been shown by Holden (13) to 

proceed isothermally by th~ slow growth of m~rtensite~like 

needles \~Ji thout any change in composition. 

'l'he terminology accepted for the purpose of discussion 

of allotropic transform:a.tions in this· thesis is that :suggesteQ. 

by Knapp and Dehlinger·(l4). Tr~nsformations will be dis-
~~._ 

tinguished· on the·basis of the nature of the boundary between··· 

the two phases ·during nucleation and gr01vth ~ ·Incoherent nuclei 

are those separated from the par~nt ·pha.se by a large-angle. 

grain boundary in such a·way that movement of the boundary 

entails the transfer of ma.terial across a region of highly 

disordered metal and takes place atomwise. Transformations 

involving incoherent nuclei are expected to have character-

is tics similar to those of class-ical nucleation and· growth 

transformations. Coherent ·nuclei are those separated from 

~he parent phase by a·~mall-~ngle'grain boundary in such a 

way that movement of the bounda.ry involves the co--opers.tive 

movement of a large number of atoms through less than inter-· 

atomic distanceo 
·-. 

The typice.l martensi tic reactions evidently 

involve such nuclei as do the bainite and low tempers.ture 

ura.nium-chromium alloy t·ransformations. The non.;.kinetic 
\ 

martensitic ·chs.racteristics such as nuclei shape·, definite 

oriente.tion relationship, surface relief. effects,. and reversi-

bility can be deduced from strain energy considerations for 

the formation of coherent nuclei. · The ra.te of· growth of 
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coherent nuclei is not res trio ted by. this. definition, and 

diffusion, availability of modes of stress .relief, or crystal 

imperfection of the .parent lattice are permitted among pos- . 

sible rate controlling factors. The nature of a transforms.-

tion then is designated by specification of the type of nuclei 

and probable nature. of the rat~ coritro.l.Llng :rac'tor for r.growLh• 

Phase transformations in solids have rece:t ved ·consider.-

able attention in recent years, particularly the so-called 
I 

diffusionless or martensitic transformations. Authoritative 

reviews covering the very broad spectrum of this work ·are. 
' 

available ( 15, 16, 1 ?) • That theory believed pertinent to 

J the present investigation will be discussed in the following 
I • 

,f paragraphs. 

'The problem of nuclee.tion in solids ha!3 been examined 

notably by Turnbull (18), Cohen (19), and by others. KnapP. 

and Deh1inger (14) have recently .made certain proposals 't'.'i'th 

respect. to coherent nucleation. Since the surfa.ce energy 

and strain energy barrier to ·the growth of nuqlei of a very 

0. small.si~e is prohibitive, some mechanism of formation of 

nuclei of a certain critical size is required. Statistical 

fluctuations have been proposed as a solution to this dilemma. 

The alternate suggestion is the existence of an 11 embryonic." 

or 11preformed nucleus 11 • These 11preformed nuclei 11 consist of 

regions in the parent phase of atomic arrangement approximat

ing that of the product phe.s e. Upon sufficient cooling below 

(or heating. above) ~he equilibrium tempera.t11re for the trans-:-

... 
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formation, these regions become nuclei of the product ,pha.s.e , . 

of the critical size pnd begin to grow. Knapp and Dehlinger,, 

propose tnat such preformed nuclei arise from sui tB.ble combina....; 

tions of the di~locations which are always present in the. 

parent phase. This concept of these rea.dy-me.de crit~cal-

,. siz~ regions is apparently necess13.ry to explain nupl.eation: 

for transformations in solids at the small extent of super

cooling (or superheating) experimentally observed. For the 

investigation at hand it ls important to note two proposa.ls 

made by Knapp and Dehlinger. The first is that at any given 

temperature below some critical temperature, corresponding 

to the l>~s te~erature in steel, only a certain fra.ction of ·,.·.· 

these. ready-made regions become activated for growth. As the 
. . 

temperature. is decrea,sed, more of these preformed nuc;Lei begi11 
, -

to grow.. 1'.he second is tha.t external pressure on the metal . 

affects the number of these regions activated . 

. Knapp and Dehlinger have also considered the kinetics of 

processes involving the growth of pla.te-like or disk.-sha.ped 

coherent nuclei (14). They write the driving force fo}:' the 

formation.of a nucleus as 

where fc is ·the chemical free energy change involved which .. 

is calcula.ted from. thermodynamic data. a.nd is therefore inde

pendent of the size of the nucleus;. ev is the to ta.l distor

tion energy involved. The distortion energy is made up of 

two terms. The first is the strain energy e~ arising from 

·) 
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the volume change and the requirement of coherence,, ·a.nd··· the ' 

second is the surf ace energy es at the boundary between the 

two'·phases. As the.size of the nucleus increases by growth 

of the disk in diameter, at a given tempera.ture below the tem

perature at which fc = 0, the term ee is shown to be expected 

.to decrease i'astei:' th~n e5 increases so LhaL ~v .u~eomes less 

poAitive as the.process continues.· The value of fc is~ of 

course; fixed by the temperature and must be negative. for the 

transformation to take pla.ce at all under these condi tiona. 

Thus, the effective driving force increases as this growth 

goes on. When this process is halted by intersection with 

some obstacle such as a grain boundary, the disk-like nucleus 

tends to grow by increasing in thickness. This process is 

shown to increase the strain energy term ee faster;than the 

surface ·energy term ·es decreases. Thus, the total distortion 

energy ev becomes more po si ti ve until i't 1 s equai to the nega

tive chemical term. \llhen this happens the driving force or 
change-iri free ene~gy of the system for further growth is zero. 

' 
and ·the process stops.' 

~"~or a given value of the driving force the re.tr. of move

ment of the boundary between the phases depends on the mech...: 

anism involved in this movement. If this movement·involves, 

as has been suggested, a plane of dislocations moving into 

the parent phase, then the rate will be determined by the 

velocity at which the disloca:t:Wns can move into the ma~rix · 

under the influence of the given driving force. For the iron:.. 
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carbon martensitic reaction, Knapp end Dehlinger sho~. tha~ 

this velocity approaches the speed of sound in the metal~ 

However, it is not unreasonable·· to bell eve the.t for co her en t. 

transformations .in other metals and e.lloys v.1here the maximum 

driving force may also be· less, a~:: it certai.nly must be in 

cases of transformation at on~y .a fe'IJJ degrees from the equili- · 

brium. temperatures, the. rate of movement o.f a dislocation 

boundary may be much slo.wer. This might be especially ex

pected ·when one or bo.th of the structures involved e.re com

ple.x. · On the basis of thes.e arguments it is not unreasonable. 

to expect that rather·slow :transformation is possible by a 

process involving coherent nu·clei ... 

The literature was reviewed· to este.blish the status of 

the experimental description· of the allotropic .trensformations 

in ·uranium and to determine the e.vailabili ty of the paramete~s 

necessary ·for the··theoretical calculations~ 

There has been apparently conflicting evidence as to 

whether the alpha-beta transformation in pure uranium is of 

the general· martensitic or of the .clas sice.l nucleation and 

grol'Jth type. Much of this confl.tc t, however, see~s tp a.ris.e 

from the lack of precision in the terminology. Little direct 

evidence is available on th.e. nature o.f the beta-gamma trans

formation. 

·Both transformations have been .successfullY employed in 

the phase change method of single crystal g·~o,-,.Jtl:l · ( 9; 20) . 

Both transformation temperatures can be greatly depressed by. 

.' 
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rapid quenching .·( 21) ·• These are features which were taken as· 

more commorily· characterl·s tic of classical nuclea'tion and gr·owth 

reactions. The tlme-temper.ature-transformation curves for · 

uranium..:..c:hromium alloys t-Jere studied by vlhite (22) ~ He found. 

a hie;h temperature 11 C 11 curve which was established as that · 

for a, 'diffusion con trolled ·process~ A second low temperature 

11C 11 curve wa.s also reported which was classified as the.t for 

a martensi tic transformation·, non-typical in its kinetic 

fflF.l.ture~. As the chromium content vJas lovJered the temperature· 

a.t which this latter type of transformation became predominant 

was found to ·increase. Holden (13) established that the 

transformation of these alloys at room temperature involved 

the isothermal growth of me.rt_ensi te-like needles and es tab

lis'hed an orientation relationship ·be tween the 4wo phases. 

Butcher and RovJe ( 23) reported a nearly equivalent habit plane 

and orientation re.latlonship for the low-temperature trans

formation· of these low-chromium uranium-chromium ?.lloys. 

Butcher (24) has explained the orientation of alpha grains of 

pure uranium resulting from the quench of a single beta crystal 

on the basis of this prientation·relat1onship. 

Other characteristics of' this pure uranium transformation 

were discussed by Butcher (24) including the randomization of 

the orientation of grains after thermal cycling through the 

transformation. He also presented indirect evidence for the 

progressive hardenfng of the alpha lattice follo'lrJing thermal 

cycli'ng. His conclusion was that the beta. to alpha transforma-

... 

{: 
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tion in pure uranium must involve martensi tic nuclea.tion and 

growth. No data relating to the kinetic features and no direct 

determination of the orientation rela.tionships involved ·in the 

allotropic transformations of pure uranium ha.ve oeen reported. 

The elastic constants for pure uranium have not been 

reported undoubtedly due to the difficulty ip preparing suit-. 

able single crystals and the complexity of the determinations 

. for low symmetry phases. Thus, theoretica.l .ca.lcule.t1ons of 

the kinetic features similar to those made by Knapp and 

Dehlinger (14) for iron-carbon alloys are not presently pos

sible. Furthermore, the lattice parameters of the three allo

tropic phases at the transformation temperatures ~1ere not 

reported,. therefore precluding calculation _of th~ crystallo

graphic features by theories similar to that of Lieberman, 

Wechsler, .. and Read ( 25, 26) •. 
.:-, 

The lattice parameters of the phase·s at the transformation 

temperatures are now available as the result of the present 

investigation. ·In addition experimental data contributing to

the description of the general features and kinetics of the 

allotropic transformations in uranium will be presented. 
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MATERIALS· 

The materials used in the course of the investigations 

conducted were t~1o grades of high-purl ty uraniJ,lm and crystal-

bar zirconium. The zirconium was used to prepare uranium-

zirconium alloys for the determination of the lattice pe.ra-

meters of gamma uranium. 11 Ames B1scuit 11 uranium, cbntaining 

about 500 ppm to tal impurity 1 was used in preparing the 

uranium~zirconium alloys. The uranium used for all other 

experiments was.high'purity metal obtained from the General 

Electric Company• s Hanford. Works. Their analysis for the 

impurities in this material is given in Table 1. 

Table 1. Analytical·results for impurities in the high
grade uranium used in these investigations 

I,>Uri ty concentration 
Impurity parts per mil.lion) 

c 35 

H 4 

Al 20 

Or £ 

Fe 18· 

. r~Ig 5 

Mn 10 

Ni 10 

Pb 5 
'\ 

~....._ .. 

51 22 

~) 

v 
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APPARATUS AND PROCEDURES 

~Ieasurement of the Electrical Resistance and 
Sonic Activity of Bar Samples . 

The effect of thermal cycling uranium bars through the 

transformations on their resistance and alpha phase sonic~ 
. . '• . 

activity was studied employing the techniques described below. 

An· ~1 tern~.ting current potentiometric method for the 

measurement of the electrical resistance was used. The 

apparatus including furnace and· a.utoma.tic recording a.nd cm1-

trol instruments has been described in detail by Chlotti ( 2?). 

In this apparatus th~ sample in the form of a bar is clamped 

betwe~n two water-cooled copper electrodes and is heated ~Y 

passing a 60-cycle alternating current through it. The 

resistance is measured-by balancing the potential developed 

across a central portion of the sample against a potential 

developed across the ~econdary of_ a current tra.nsformer,. The 

primary.ofjthe current transformer is connected in series 

with the test bar. Consequently, the reading of the potentio

meter is directly proportional to the resistance of the ~ample. 

1 •• ) ' A continuous record of the electrica.l resistance was obtained 

by means of an automa.tlc recording potentiometer. 

The samples used in this inves tiga.tion were high-purl ty 

uranium bars 5 inches long of 3/16 inch ~qu·~.re cross-section. 
\ 

The bers we:r:·e fuouu t~d bet"tnreen copper elep trodes with one end 
> 

rigidly attached t& one electrode. The other end ·made a 
' 

.. 
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sliding contact on the second electrode. Electrical contact 

at the free end of the ba.r was supplemented through a flexible 

copper cable and clamp. A Pt/Pt-13%Rh thermocouple was spot 

welded to the center of the bar. Two tantalum probes spaced 

about 5/8 inch apart 111ere spot \'Ielded to the bar at a position. 

near ·its midpoint ·where th.e temperature was quite uniform. 

A un11'orm temperature region between the probes was obtairied . 

by reducing the cross-sectional a.rea of the bar between the 

probes and the electrodes. The experiments were ca.rried out 

at pressures of less than 10-5mm of Hg. 

Thermal cycling was accomplished by manually switching 

the povJer to the ba.rs between predetermined levels. In this 

manner the rate of cycling and the tempera.ture range of the 

cycles were easily varied for va.rious investiga.tions. The 

temperature and resistance of the bar was continuously recorded 

during the cycling. A Bristol high speed recording po tentio

meter was employed for the temperature record. 

When sonic activity tva.s also to be detected,. the bar 

samples·were reduced to 1 inch in length and provided with ~ 

extension current lea.ds made from '1/4 inch tantalum rod. Such 

leads, .2 inches long, were threaded into the ends of the 

uranium. Resistivity probes and a thermocouple were spot 

welded to the urani urn between the tantalum-uranium junctions. 

This assembly was mounted in the resistance apparatus in the 

same manner as were the 5 inch ba.rs. A sample of this type 

is shovm moun ted in the apparatus in Figure 1. The tempera-

\..j 
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Figure 1.  Uranium sample for resistance and sonic experiments shown mounted
(center) in alternating-current resistance apparatus

Spot welded to the uranium are thermocouple wires (insulated with
-                   refractory beads) and tantalum wire resistance probes.  Sonic

pick-up cartridge is taped to the left copper electrode under
base plate (out of sight).
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\ 

ture distributio·n e.cross the uranium was adjusted by shaping 

the tantalum leads until all of the metal between the probes 
.. 

was at a constant temperature to within about + 10°C. · Since 

tantalum does not exhibit sonic activity, this e.rrangenient 

rest ric ted thF:! Aonic: act1 vi ty to that arising from a uranium 

specimeni of untform temperature. '!'he cCJpp~l" elcotrodon to. 

which the test bars were fastened extend through the. base of. 

the vacuum chamber. 

A piezoelectric phonograph pickup cartridge .was taped to 

one of the electrodes at a point just outside the vacuum 

chamber. The electrode chosen was that to which the sample 

bar was rigidly at te.ched. The signal from the cartridge l-Jas 

amplified with a high-gairi audio amplifier modified with a 

60-cycle filter. The signe.l was made sensible by a. 6-lnch 

speaker. The operation of this arrangement was checked by 

mechanically stressing a specimen clamped 1n t.he appaPatus. 

Clear detection of th~ 11 clicks 11 accompanying the mechanical 

t·winn:tng of either ~irconium or uranium at room temperature 

was possible. The sonic activity associated with ·the rna.rten- · 

sitlc transtormaLlun in a ba.r or hnr•dena.ble tool nteel was 

also detected. 
/ 

During thermal cycling. of the uranium be.rs, sonic activity 
/ 

was recorded by making a pencil mark on the time-tempere.ture 

curves on the.recorder chart whenever audible reports were 

heard. The final data 1to1ere gathered from the time-temperature 

and time-resistance recorder chart curves. The time-

'J 
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temperature curves gave time to + 0.02 minutes and temperature 
. 0 . 

to ±. 2 C; changes in tempere.ture of 1 °C being readily observed. 

Changes in resistance were of primary interest in these studies. 

The time-resistance curves yielded resistance values to ±. 0-05% 

of the total resistance .at the transformation temperatures and 

time to+ 0.2 minutes. 

Measurement of the ~lectrical Resistance 
of Wire Samples 

The isothermal trari_sformation of pu~e uranium wires was 

studied. Transformation ~11as d~tected by observing the change 
. ,• . 

in the res'is.:ta.nce of the \'Jire.s during the formation :o~f.;/ a new' 
. . ~, . \ 

phase. The 1\lires were heated under·vacuU:rri in a·sma~il tantalum 
:: 

resistance furnace. A constant,regulated direct cu~rent was 

passed through the samples and the emf drop between :tantalum· 
. . 

resistance probes spot welded to_ the 'tares was measured. 

Since the current vJas maintained constant, the change in emf 

was directly proportional to ·the change in resistance. 

The tube furnace, shown ~schema tic ally in Figure i, 2, l'llas 

.mounted vertically on a heavy copper base plate 'Trlhich served 
. . .. 

I..,J P.B one currant electrode. TlH':: heating element of. the furnace 

E WRA a cylinder of 0-0005 i~ch tantal~m foil 5/8 inch in 

diameter and 4 · inches in height.. A second conc~n trio cylinder 

D of 0.020 inch tantalum carried current from the base plate 

to a tantalum hA8.c'ler C~.t the top of the heating ·element. The 

bottom of the heating element was·~pot welde~ to a second 
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B-----A -·· 

c 

D 
E 
F 

Tantalum resistance· furnace for wire coil samples 

A. Kov~r metal ring for receiving sample assembly 
B. Glass vacuum bell 
c. Tantalum radiation shield. 
D. Tantalum current lead and radiation shield 
E. Tantalum heating element, 

4 inches high 
5/8 inch diameter, 

F. Chromel-Alumel thermocouple 
G. Water-cooled electrode 
H. Inlet to cooling jacket for base electrode 
I. Glass insulator 
J. Stupakoff glass-to-metal seal 
K. Inlet for cooling water for electrode G 

-J 
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. 
~) . 

water-cooled electrode G w0-ich· was coaxial .·Hi th .the heating_ 

,. element E.. Thi 6 electrode. was electrically insule,ted from th~· 

base plate. 'l'he electrode had a 1/8 inch ;pipe running .through. 

its entire length .which contained an insulated chromel-alumel 

thermocouple. The termocouple F entered the pipe :through . .a 

StupamfC seal J and extended beyond the top .of the electrode 

, 

up to the center of the heating element. A cylindrical radi-. 

at ion shield C surrounded the furnace. The furnace and re.di-:

ation shield were enclosed by a vacuum .. bell. B. This bell was

a glass tube with glass-to-Kov[:').r metal seals at eac.h. end. The 

Kovar ring A of the top glass-to-metal seal rec'e1yed the sample 

assembly. The vacuum chamber was evacuated, thro~gh a glass 

side arm not shown in the diagram, to below· 10-5 mm of Hg.by 

a mercury diffusion PtlffiP· Power to the f'u:rnace was. supplied 

through a step-down transformer whose input. could be varied 

by both coarse and fi11e autotransformer (powerstat) controls. 

Approximately 80 a.mperes were required to bring the tempera-:- . 

ture in the furnace to 800°0. 

The 0.025 inch uranium wire used was cold-swaged from 

3/16 inch bars with one irttermedie.te vacuum anneal at 600°0 ' ' 

after reduction to 0.100 inch. The samples studied were made 

of this wire in the fqrm of non-inductively wound coils 1/8 

inch in.diameter and 1/2 inqh in length. To these coils .were 

spot welded tantalum current and resistivity leads. The 

length of v-Jire between the resi sti vi ty leads was a.bou t 3 
~ . . 

inches ... These leads were passed through a four hole "spaghetti" 
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'· · .. 
insulator and in turn were spot welded to four of the element 

leads on the 'octal base of a dismantled metal radio tube. 

Enough.of the metal case of the tube was left in dismantling 

to tne.ke a solder connection to the top Kove.r ring, A~ The 

sample assembly is shown in Figure 3. This assembly was 

arranged so that when the tube base was- sold.ered to the Kovar 

ring~ the uranium coil was located at the center of the fur

nace 'l.iith the termocouple junction at its center. Disks of 

tantalum foil located above as well as below the sample 

served as radiation shields. 

The current to the sample. was provided by a constant 

direct current supply. Controlled currents of approximatel'y 

50, 100, 150, and 200 milliamperes were available. The cur

rent supplied was found to be constant within o.Ol%. over the 

period of t~me involved in the iso·thermal expel~imen te. Such 

a variation is calcul~ted to give an emf change across the· 

samples used of 0.001 millivolts, which is belo~ the variation 

detectable with even the sensitive recorS}ing potentiometer 

used. 

'rhe .emt' across Lhe t:;c:~.mvle~ was recorded wi·lih a Bl•lt:~tol 

high-speed recording :potentiometer. A cha.rt speed of 2 inches 

per minute and a full scale span of 3 millivolts were employed. 

This arrangement permitted measurement of time to + 0.02 

minutes and changes in emf drop to + o.oo5 millivolts. For 

the samples used· and the currents employed, 100 or 150 milli-

amperes, an emf change of + 0.005 millivolts corresponds to a 

..,, 
.• 
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Figure 3. Sample assembly for resistance measurements 
on uranium wii"e coils consisting of·: octal 
base of dismantled radio tube (top), current 
and resistance probe leads, radiation shields 
shown on 4-hole refractory insulators (middle), 
and non-inductively wound coil 1/8 inch in 
diameter and 1/2 inch in height of 0.025 inch 
wire. 
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change in total resistance of about Q.05% at the transforma

tion ·temperatures. A change of about 3.5 - 4-0% in the total 

resistance of the samples was found to accompany the allo

tropic transformations. 

Temperature was measuren w:t th the chromel-alumel thermo

couple mentioned ucing an ice bath coln junction and a Ru'l>lcun 

student potentiometer. Absolute measurement of temperature 

is estimated to be within 2°0. Changes in temperature could 

be detected to about 0.5°C. 

The isothermal transformation experiments were performed 

as follows. The samples were first held at some temperature 

50 to 100°0 from the approximate transforma.tion temperature. 

They were then cooled or heated to some temperature in the 

transformation region. This predetermined temperature was 

then maintained constant while any resistance changes taking 

place were continuously recorded. It was !'ound possible Lu 

cool or heat and fix the temperature in less than a minute. 

The temperature was maintained constant to within e.t least 

~ 0.5°C during the isothermal transformation studies . Tem

perature control ~1as outalued by manually adjua'tlug the fine 

power control to the furnace as necessary to keep the Rubicon 

pot~ntiometer balanced at a predetermined setting. Attention 

was given to frequent standardizations of the potentiometer 

against its standard cell. 

Kinetic data at various temperatures were obtainea from 

the analysis of the time-resistance curves. The assumption 
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was made that the percent metal transformed a t any given time 

was given by the percent resistance change based on the total 

resistance change accompanying the complete transformation. 

This assumption will be explored further in the discussion of 

the results of these experiments. 

High-Temperature X-ray Determination 
of Lattice Parameters 

The lattice parameters of the three allotropic forms of 

uranium were determined as a function of temperature. The 

apparatus used was a Geiger-counter x-ra.y diffractometer 

adapted for high-temperature investigations. Discussion of 

this instrument and construction details of the specimen 

holder, furnace, and vacuum chamber are given by Chiotti (28). 

The essential features of the camera can be seen in Figure 4. 

The x-ray beam enters and diffracted rays leave the 

vacuum chamber through a 0.0025 inch aluminum foil window. 

Essential to the furance is a boat-shaped tantalum resistance 

element which heats the specimen holder and sample by radia

tion. Appropriate power leads and r ad iation shi elding com

plete the furnace assembly . Massive hi gh-purity q.ranium 

samp)P.R -:1/4 inch by 1/4 inch by 1/16 inch were employed. The 

samples were supported on a tantalum specimen holder. 

A Pt/Pt-13% Rh thermocouple was spot welded to the sur

face of the sample immedi ately aftel" it had been cleaned by 

poll shing with lv1g0 or etching with dilute ni trio acid. The 
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Figur~ 4. Top view of high-temperature x-ray diffraction camera showing 
vacuum cover (r~ght), r~eL1:mgulal" .:~am!)lc with thermo,.rmplP. 
spot welded to its surface (center), furnace (surrounding 
sample) attached to water-cooled back plate whir.h mounts in 
Norelco Gt:lger-count.cr diffractomP.t.P.r (not shown) 
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diffractometer vacuum cover was immediately. put in· place and 

the system pumped .down. Keeping the time of .exposure~''o:f. the 

cleaned sample to atmo~pheric gases to a minimum -waer·considered 

advantageous relative to surface contamination by o:iide and/or 

nitride. 

The determination of lattice parameters above about 400°0 

was co.mplicated by surface .contamination by U02 and UC. It · 

,. d t t b 1 10-5 was 1oun necessary o make all runs a pressures e ow 

mm of Hg. Satisfactory alpha data were taken at pressures of 

2 x lo-6 rnm ot Hg which :were obtained 1n the system with little 

difficulty at these lower temperatures. The combination of 

surface contamination and excessive orientation due to grain 

growth led to the use of special procedures to obtain the 

desired information in the beta and gamma regions. The instal

lation of an electronic high-vacuum pump, developed by Con

solida.ted Vacuum Corporation, permitted work in the 700°0 to 

800°0 region at pressures below 8 x 10'"'"7 mm of' fig. Oxide and 

; carbide contamination was still troubiesome but not prohibi

tive. ·rn order to decrease oriente.tion and contamination dif-

ficulties in the gamma region 1 uranium-zirconium alloys 1 which 

form a comple.te series of body centered _cubic solid solutions 

above 800°0, were employ.ed. These alloys were pr,epared by 

arc-melting techni.ques. The desired constants for pure 

uranium .ltJere obtained by extrapolation and were checked by two 

determinations _employing pnall~yed uranium. 
i I 

Copper K4 radiation was e·~pl,oyed throughout the investi-
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gation and the value A4 = 1.5405 A was used. Patterns -were , 
... recorded at scanning speeds of 1/4 and 1 degree 29 per minute 

over a range from'20 to 150 ~egrees 29. The Nelson-Riley (29) 

.graphical extrapola.tion had been shown by experience. with ·a. 

silicon standard and with thorium to be satisfactory for the 

determination of refined lattice parameters for cubio phnaee. 

In this work it was used to obtain refined values for U02, UC, 

and the body centered cubic gamma uranium. The analytical 

treatment of the diffractometer data for the parameters of 

the tetragonal beta and orthorhombic alpha phases demanded 

special methods. 

Cohen's (30, 31) analytical tre~tment of x-ray diffrac

tion errors is applicable to tetragonal and orthorhombic 

lattices, but as originally developed the method applies 

only to reflections 1'or which the Bragg angle is greater than 

60 degrees. The b~ck reflectipn peaks necessary ~or the 

extr~polat1on are simply ·not recorded a·bove a.bout 400°0. 

The absence of measurable back reflection peaks is believed 

to be in a large part due to the attenuation of the intensity 

with increasing thermal vloration. This effect is e:xpected 

to be most pronounced for high angle reflections. A modifice.-

t1on of Cohen's treatment was therefore developed . 

. The geometry of the high-temperature diffractometer and 

the experimental s~mples used were considered. It was assumed 
. \ 

that all systematic camera errors except the eccentricity 

error could be neglected. This error arises from the dis-

'i-t 
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placement of the sample from the rotation axis of the earner~

. 'l•he error in the measured inter planar spacing 3_ resulting 

from this displacement was derived to be given by.--the rela

tionship · 

Ad·= D cos2 e 
d - R sin e 2· 

where D is the displacement from the ~otation axis, R is _the 

distance from the focal spot of the x-ray tube te.rget to the 

axis of rotation of the camera,. and e i e the Bragg a.ngle. · :tt 

follows from the Bragg equation 

that 

bd 

n ~ = 2d sin e 

\. 

= K (__l_·· ·._. -· 1) 

sin2 e 

3. 

4. 

where K is a constan~ for any given experimental sa~ple dis

placement. An equivalent expression was derived by Wilsol'l:· 

(3?). Empirically .a plo:t of4d versus .( 1
2 

- 1) for 
- stn e 

samples of cubic materials -purpo.sely di~plac.ed in the camera . 

extrapolated to zero error. 

The correction for systematic camera errors to be made 

in'the Cohen analytical extrapolation is a correction in 

sin2 e of the form 

A sin2 e = K & 

where K is a constant. Starting with the Bragg equa.tion, 
I' Equation 3, squaring both sides, taking logs of both sidee, 

'differentiating, and assuming 
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= 0 

we have 

A'sin2 e - 1/2 = 
sin2 e 

'' ' r 

6. 

Subetttuting fox- the right-h~nd side of this equation from . 

Equation 2, the desired expl"eseion io 

A s1n2 e = 2 D cos2 e sin e 
R· 

7. 

where 2 D/R corresponds to the constant K in Equation 5 and 

the error term 5 correspond to ooaC ·g S1n 8. 

Refinements using thi. s error term in t~l1e · Cohln treatment 
I 

of the x-ray da.ta give values for the room temperature lattice 

parameters of alpha uranium in good e.greement with the values 

deter.mined.by other methods. The overall precision of deter-
.. 

min_ations ·of the alpha and beta constants a.t a given tempera- · 
I 

tilre was· found to be 0 .05.% to 0 .10,%. It is to be noted that 

in most cases fewer than 20 reflections could be recorded and 

that these· ret'lec·tipns were at Bragg angles less than about 

60 degrees. l . 
,'\ 
I 

'. 

·,./ 
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RESULTS AND INTERPRETAT.rON OF RESULTS 

General Features of the Transformations 

Surface relief and macroscopic distortions 

When metals or alloys undergo a change of crystal struc

ture by a process involving the formation and growth .of coher

ent nuclei, cha.rac teristic surface relief effects e.re commonly 

observed. These effects are associated with the shear of 

adjacent regions which is necessary to e.ccommodate the volume 

changes involved 1f coherence is to be maintained. 

After the transformation of uranium, surface effects were 

observed as is shown in Figure 5. The surface shown was ini

tially polished and etched. This sample was a specimen used 

for the determination of the lattice constants of beta uranium. 

It was heated slowly to above 700°0, held below 770°0 for sev

eral hours while x~ray patterns were recorded, and then cooled 

to room temperature in 20 minutes. Similar effects were 

observed on the surfaces of all samples heated into the beta 

and gamma regions. However, similar roughening was also 

observed on the surface of samples thermally cycled between 

600°C and room temperature without ever undergoing transforma

tion. Surface roughening and even gross distortion of uranium 

samples cycled in the alpha region have been observed by many 

investigators (6) ru1d treated theoretically by others (33, 34). 

This effect precludes the use of su~face relief effects 
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Figure 5. Surface roughening on 3/4 inch by 1/4 inch by 1/16 
inch uranium samplP- ~fter heatine to about 7500C 
(obllque lighting) . 
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observed at room temperature in studying the nature of the 

allotropic transformations. 

Thermal cycling of the high purity uranium bars in the 
I 

·resistivity apparatus through the transformAtions resulted 

in the gross macroscopic distortion and warping demonstrated 

in Figure 6. An extreme case, indicati ng the magnitude of 

the distortions involved, was the observation of the 11 growth 11 

of a small, electrolytically deposited, uranium bicrystal by 

approximately 100% in the long direction during an accidental, 

rapid beta-alpha-beta-alpha cycle. This crystal was mounted 

on a tantalum wire in an evacuated silica capsule. 

These macroscop.ic distortions were not studied quantita

tively in any detail, but are reported as one of the features 

of the tranSformations. They were considered in the execution 

and interpretation of the other experiments performed. 

Preferred orientation effects and reversibility 

The resistance of each 0.025 inch uranium wire sample 

over the temperature range from 600°C to 800°0 during as many 

as 20 varied heating and cooling programs was found to be 

reproducible (with the exception mentioned below) to + 0.5% 

at any given temperature excluding the transformation regions. 

This statement holds for heating and cooling rates from 2-3°C 

per minute to a maximum of about l00°C per minute. 'l'he re

sistance cha.nges observed on transformation were 3.5 + 1% 

and 4.0 + 1% for the alpha-beta and beta-gamma transformations 
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A 

B 

c 

'-

Figure 6. Distortion of uranium resistance bars due to thermal cycling 
through the transformations 

A. Original bar metal not cycled (5 inches long and 3/16 
inch square cross-section) 

B. Cycled bar, necked-down section~ w~re m~r.hinen p~ior 
to cycling to giv~ unifprm temperature region in center 
of the bar 

C. Cycled bar showing warping 
D. Cycled sonic and resistance sample (1 lnch long) 

I 
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respectively. . ,, . 

However, in the case of the· uranium be.r samples the :re-

sistanc·e at any given tempere.ture ·was not found to be· as · 

reproducible, :presume.bly due to the me.croscopic distortions 

described ·in the previous section·. In this case the tnagni-· 

· tude of the distortion com~a.red to the resistance probe spac-' 

ing, 5/8 inch~ was not negligible. However, the percentage 

resistance changes ·accompanying the alpha-beta and beta-ge·.mma· 

transformations du~ing continuods cycling of a bar at 1/4 

cycle per minute between 575°C and 925°C were.obaerved· to fall 
. . d 

within the range established for the wire specimens, 3. 5 ±. l,~o 

and 4.0 + 1%, respectively. That is, the dimensional changes 

Which accompany .thermal cycling do not grossly affect the per·

C ent change in res is tanc e Which results· 't'l'hen the me tal trans-

forms. When other heating programs were empl·oyed, anomalous·· 

resistance change·s ·w·ere observed in the alpha-beta transforiiia.:_ 

tion, but not in the beta-gamma·tran·sformation. 

vfuen the cycling of the bar was -interrupted to allow the 

metal to remain for times as "short as 9 minutes in the gamma 

and be te. regions: or interrupted for this length of time in the 

b"eta region a.J.one, the percent: 'chang·e in resistance accompany:... 

lug "Lhe subsequent beta to alpha transformation \'las either 

abnormally low, A R = 0. 5.%. t.o 0 .%; or high, 6 R =· 8% to 9 ,%. 

Resumption of continuous cycling at the previous re.te ·progres

sively restored the size of the resistance ·break tm·1ard the · 

normal ·on each 575°C - 925°C - 525°C cycle. Complete return 
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to the normal 3. 5 + 1% change required two to three such 

cycles through both transformations. During all of this 
.) 

treatment the size of the beta-gamma breaks remained 4 .o,%. · 

with only the usual 1.% scatter. The data pres en ted .in Figur_e 

? for the resistance of a bar sample as a function of .tempera.

ture shows the effect of a 30 minute anneal 1n the bete. reglon 0 

It can be seen the.t in this ca.se not .only was the percenta.ge 

resistance change abnormally low for the beta-alpha trans

formation, but the temperature of the transformation, if 

·determined by the beginning of the resistance break, was· 

raised about 25uc. 

Such abnormally low and high resistance changes through 

the alpha-beta transformation after beta arine~ling were not 

observed· in cases where the samples consisted of the coiled 

uranium wire. It is to be noted that in. these cases llht:n•e. 

· was. 3 j.nches of wire between the res is tanc e probes as compared 

to 5/8 inch in .the case of the bars. Figure 8 shows, however, 

tha.t on the initial heating of these wire sa.mples an abnor

mally lovl alpha to beta resistance change was observed. One 

or two su.bsequent beta.-alpha-·beta cycles esta.blished the 

normal 3. 5 + 1% change which vJas maintained throughout further 

thermal treatment as 1 stated above. 

It is proposed tha .. t these effects· a.rlse from the estab

lishment of preferred crystallographic orientation in the 

metal. 

Evidence for rapid beta .grain growth has been noted in 

•. 
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·~INITIAL HEATING 
COOLING CURVE 

--o-0-- AFTER 30 MINUTE 
BET~ ·ANNEAL 

IMMEDIATE 
~ ~ REHEATING 

76~~~--~--._~~_.---L--~--~~~~--~--~ 

620 630 640 650 650 ·s70 sao· 690 700 710 720 730 740 
TEMPERATURE ° C 

Figure 7. Resistance versus temper~tur·e plot for uranium · 
resistance bar in the alpha~beta trt=msformation 
region sho~1irig th~ effect of a: 30 .. mi·I)ute beta 
anneal 
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INITIAL HEATING 
--•-----•--cuRVF SWAGF.O WIRF 

COOLING CURVE -
..;.-o-- o--AFTE:R CYCLING 

THROUGH TRANS-. 
FORMATIONS 
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the course of th.e high-:-temperature x-ray diff.ra.ctometer studies 

on the l·attice pa.rameters of the .beta phase. · Some of the 

reflectionf3 recordeg. .111hen first heating a fine-:-grained, · 

randomly-oriented sample into the beta region were observed 

to disappear in .only· a. few minutes while a few others ·beca.me 

stronger. These observations can be explained on the basis 

of grain grovJth and orie·n ta tion effects. The preferred ori

~ntation in the. bar samples undoubtedly e.rose due to rapid 
l 

beta grain growth. Since the probe spacing was rels.tively 

small qompared to the cross-sectional area o·f the bar; ·tl f·ew· 
\; 

large grains would effectively produce a high degree of pre- · 

ferred orientation. 

The wire samples used would be expected· ini tia.lly to have 

a fairly high degree of preferred orientation since they were 

prepare~ ~y swaging. The orientation was evidently randomized 

by thermal cycling. Subsequent orientation effects due to 

beta grain growth v1ere minimized by the small diameter and 

th.e relatively long length of wire between the resistivity 
j 

probes. In this case it would be expected that in the. absence· 

of any l~ge temperature gradients, ·approximately equiaxed · 

grains would be formed. as a result of· recryste.llization and 

grain growth •.. Hence, one would expect that there l'lould always 

be a la.rge number. of grains between ·the resisti v~ ty probes 

and. that the effective orient~.tion of all of these gra.ins 

would remain nearly random. 

From Tu9ker1 s analysis of the bonding in the alpha 
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s·tructure ( 2) one expects a large anisotropy of electrical 

conductioile Thusj oriented beta very probably tre.nsforms to 

give alpha orientations of effective resistance much' above· 

or below the ra.ridom value. This implies that tq.e·alpha ori~ 

entations arising from a given bet1.=1 orientation are res-tricted 
' ' 

to cel~tl:l.lit definite relations. This is to 'be expected ori. ·the 

basis of strain energy considerations if the transformation 
I 

invo~vee coherent nucleation and growth. It should also be 

noted that the experimental re~ults 1nd1catA nn pronouQ9ed 

anisotropy in the electrical resistivtty of the betaphase. 

The resistivity of the cubic gamma phase would, of course, be 
.. 

expected to be isotropice Therefore,. transformation of ori-

ented beta· to gamma could not be expected to give rise to 

very unusual resistance effects. 
·' . 

D~e to the reversibility characteristic of a coherent 
. ~ 

transforma~ion, a highly ori·ented specimen is expected. to 
·~ . ~ 

retain its preferred orientation to a large extent even on 

cycling many times through the transformation. This is indeed· 

the case for the zirconium allotropic transformation (35). 

The observations reported here for uranium indicate that 

p·referred orientation is randomized· by cycling, but only 

progressively over two. to three cycles through both trans

formations. This partial retention of the orientation indi

cates some degree of reversibility associated_with both trans

formations. Such persistence of orientation would be much · 

more difficult to account for if the transformations involved 
•' 
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'y 

incoherent nucleation and growth. 

Butcher (24) points out that·if the alpha-beta trans

formation does involve coherent. nucleation and growth, ran~ 
. I . ' 

domization in a few cycles is still to be expected due to the 
r 

. polygonization and thermal twinning known to occur during the .. · 
i 
(. 

alpha part of the cycle arid to rapid grain growth in the beta 

pa~t of the cycle ... The. be.ta grain growth destroys the strain 

"memory 11 'in the- mater~al in to which the grain has gr.own. 

Polygonization and twt.nning obviously fragment the structu~e. 

In c.onclusion 1 t can be said that anomalous re sls tance . 

changes have .been o·bserved accompanying the alpha-beta allo.,... 
. j . 

tropic transformation ~n uranium .. When the known ·structural 

and Jlletallurgical prqpertles of 'the three pha.ses are oon

siderec;l, these anomalies indicat.e a cer'Pain degree. of re.versi-· 

bility in the orientp.tion ~f a given grain on cycling thro.ugh 
.. , 

both transformations. Such reversibility is
1 

typical of so . 

called martenoitio transformations. 

Alpha phase lattice.hardening·on cycling 

Processes in solids involving the very rapid cooperative . 

movement of atoms ip. phase,. such as occur in typical marten-, . . . .' 

si tic· transformBr,tio,ns and defor~ation by twi~ninK:; . produce 

sound. This sound may be detected anQ. amplified by electronic. 

methods as describ~d in the section oq. apparatus and pro-. '.J 

cedures. . 

On rapid cool;ng of uranium at r~tes up to 500°0 per 
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minute no reproducible sonic activity associated with the allo

tropic transformations has been detected. This does not exclude 

the possibility that such activity might be observed with a more. 

sensitive apparatus and·more rapid rates of cooling. Results 

reported below on the kinetics of the transformations do imply 

that no sonic activity is to be expected, at least at the cooling 

rates investigated. 

Sonic activity was observed on cooling uranium bars in the 

alpha region. At cooling rates as low as .50°C per minute·· sharp 

metallic "clicks" were heard. The first "clicks" were the 

loudest. If·a bar had not been previously cycled through the 

transformations, the first activity on cooling from 660°C·was 

detected at 400 ~ 10°C. Activity per unit time increased at 

lower temperatures. No activity in this same temperature region 

was observed for these bars on heating at any rates available 

(about 600°C per minute). Little or no activity was detected in 

these experiments when the uranium was replaced by similar 

samples of zirconium and of tantalum. 

Cahn (8) has also reported sonic activity in the alpha 

phase. He further demonstrated metallographically that twin

ning is superseded by slip, kinking, and polygonization as 
. 0 

a mode of deformation in uranium above about 400 C. These 

alpha phase "clicks" are undoubtedly associated with thermal 

twinning, i. e., twinning to relieve local intergranular stresses 

arising·from the random orientation of grains and the anisot-

ropy of thermal expansion. On reheating, the residual 

' 

-. 

_, 

.. 
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ela.stic stresses present in the metal after cooling must be 

reversed before intergranular stres~es of ·oppos.ite. 'sign ca.n 

build up again- For this reason, in the 400°C range ab9v~ 

room temperature in which twinning is the predominant ~ode of 

deformation, the' or.i tical irt tergranular stress for twirming> .. 

is apparently nev.er reached .. . .. ···: 

Cycling of uranium bars between 300°C and. 700°0 fairly 

rapidly,_ 3/4 cycle per minute, raised th~ temperature ,s:t;. 

which thermal twinning was first detecteQ. by· the sonic: 11 clicks 11 • 

Figure 9 shows this effect graphically. This t~mperature 

cou;td be increased progressively from 400 + 10°0 to a.s high ' 
" 

as 500°0 in only ten such cycles .. Cycling through· both trfJ.l1s-

formations at about one cycle per minute was even more effec

tive in raising the J•thermal twinning temperature 11 • -.. Twinning 

at temperatures as high as 550 + 20°0 was detected duri;ng an 
ext.ended cycling program involving 100 cycles. 

Partial or total r·eco·very ef ·the thermal twinhing tem

perature to 410 + l0°C after cycling was accomplished :l:)y long 

gamma annealing and slow cooling~ Slow cycling in the alpha 

region was also found to be effective, but not as much so as 

the .gamma "aru:re ~a. ·. ,. 

The rise in the thermal. twinning temperfiture .'tvas not the 

only effect observ:ed during rapid cycling through the trans

formation,s. If the· rate of cycling of· either· wire or bar 

samples was increased to a value greater than about 1/2 cycle 

per minute, the resistance of the newly-formed alpha was found 
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to be 1-7% to 3.5% higher than normal. The resistance of the 

other phases on formation varied only ~ithin the + ·0.5% limits 

est·abliahed for the loli>Jer cycling rates. It is to be noted 

that this .was much·more rapid cycling then that involved in 

the stud·ies of prererred orientation and reversibility re- ·. 

ported in the previous section~ Interruption of the cycling: 

at 600°0 just after the formation of alpha was roilowed by a: 
~-. 

decrease in resistance toward the normal ve.lue. · 

Furthermore, ~urin~!a series. of six.stich rS;pid.cycles. of 
. ' ' . . . ', ~ '. ·~ .. ' .. 

a b.ar sample· through both transformations the temperatures of 
' ' ' I' •I '' o • 

the. thertnhl .arrests on· cooling at 150°0 

gressively towered •. on· the sixth cycle 

tor the gamma to beta transformation and 

alpha transformation.· 

. ~ '•.'' . ' I 

per . .mihute were. pro~ 

the lo1,.rer·ipg:, ~ia·s. 6°C 

8°C for the beta to 

These effects', the variation ·Of the thermel..twinning tern-

perature, the increase .in the r~sistance of the newly-tormed 

alpha phase' e.nd the lowering in the temperature. ·at ·.which the 

transformations began, l'Jhich were observed on prolonged ra.pid . 
cycling are ~most. certainly due to lattice hardening. The 

effects of orientation can be excluded since the cycling 

program. employed .in this phase of the investigation would .be,· 

expected to lead to .randomization of the .crystallites in the 

metal. It· should· also be reemphasized that under these con

ditions randomization does riot preclude coherent nucleation 

and growth -even though such a process would tend· to preserve 

any preferred 'or.lentation present; as has e.lready been ·pointed 



out. 

· In general the increase in her<lneeis of meta.ls e.t a.ny given 

temperature is ·related to an incree.se in the concentration of 

\crystal imperfections in their lattices. Any proqess which 

ilncrea.ses the imperfect~on of the lattice, such as cold work-
\. . 

· tng, also increases its ·hardness and makes deformation by. slip 
I 
~re difficult. Whenever the number of sltP modes is limited 
I qr the degree of imperfection in the lattice is large,· defo.rma-
\ . ,1\ . . 

tion. by twinning may become an important m~de for. st'ress .. re-
I . 

lief. This is particul¥'1Y t:riue for anisotropic rn~ta.ls such 

as ur·anium. The ptirticuiar modes of ·deforl"!le.tion· whic'h are 

active 1 slip or twinning, wlll 1 of course, also depend on the 
. j 

temperature. \ ' 

The observation of a progressiv·e rise in the thermal. 

twinning· t~mperature 1nd,ica.tes e. det'in1 te progressive. harden-· 

ing of the alpha uraniuiiJ lattice upon cycling through the 

transformation. Bu tche:n ( 24) examined Ural1iUm metallograph-
! . . 

1cally at room temperat4re after successive alpha-beta.-alpha 
.: f l · 1 

cycles . and ·reported the presence of more· twinning. after· each 

cycle. · He reported thi~ as evidence 'for l~ttice ha·roening. 

This hardening· ·is presuqiably due to deform~.tion a.rising from 
r' 

the transformati6n distqrtions. I 

It is quite clea.r, ·a.s Butcher {24) po~nted out 1 that 

progressive hardening on cycling through tp.e transformations 

and in fact any high le"{el or strain in thp product phe.ses 

after complete tra.nsfortpation can hardly be exple.ined if the 
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transformation takes place. by incoherent nuclee.tion a.nd. growth. 
. . . 

In that event the product phases would essentially be formed 

as free of imperfection_ as if they he.d been completely r~crys:

tallized. However, the 'transfer of crystal imperfections from 

one lat.tice to another on .cycling through transfo!'metioris 

could conceivablY: be· accomplished if the transformations t~.ke 

place by .the .cooperative movement of a large n\lmbe:r of atoms, 
I ' . 

i_.e., by a coher~nt growth process. Thus, ·imperfections gen-:

erated in the ;3.lpha phase during an initial beta. to alpha 

transformation in uranlum.~ould be retained in themetal 

throughout a complete .cycle.through both transformations. 

They would. be added 
1
to .on the next cycle and so on,. pr:e.sumably 

until some ·Critical concentration were; bull~ .uP.·. If .cycling 

were interrupted, some of the imperfections would be r~moved 

by annealing· processes. 

The fact that the r~sistance of the.newly~formed alp~a 

phase i~ affected .more t)1a.n the beta resista.J:lce indicates the 

greatest shore of. the deformatlon 1 nvolved is teken by the 

softer alpha phase. Anijealing and recrystallization in th~ 

gamma phase is .expected to be very rapid and may obscure any . 

effect· on the. resi-stance due to deforma.tion at the rates of 

cycling investigated. 

The lowering of the. thermal arrests on successive cycles 

evidently means. that the presence of an abnormal concentra.

tion of 1inperfections in so!I).e way hinders the nucleation and/ 

or growth of the product. J:>hases. Since tpe growth. of coh~rent 
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nuclei is believed to involve the movement of e. disloce.tion 

bounda.ry intO the parent phase. ( 14) I the effeCt may be Very 

similar to the hardening of meta.ls by cold working. The dis

locations already preseqt in the parent matrix could be ex

pected· to hinder:· the movement of the dfs.location· boundary which 
. ~ . 

is gen~raii~g ~he new phas~. An ~J. terna.te possibility, .. sup-
: ' I . 

ported· by the pb,served 25°C rise in .tran'stormatir.in . .tampe're.

tur~ afte-r· a 3_0 :minute. beta anneal·, ls ·.that th/' lower'ing is_ 
I • • ' • 

. '· . : ·. ; .. · ' ' \.· : '' ' .. : . ·.·. ·, 

related to the -ran,domization of or,ientat;ion on .cycling. ·.Ih 
' ! . . . ~ 

this ,case the. effe_ct ori the _transformati?n: 'temperature of 

intergranular stress du$ to. anisotropy ·of thermal exp~nsion. 
. . 

should be examiiied. The effect of exterti.al,- pressur-e _on 

martena·i tic tr~sformation t:emp~ratures has been given· con

. siderable attention.( 3€:?,, 3?). 

I so t:tiermal-athermal ·features 

Employing 'wire safDPles,_ ih which orientation':' effects wer·e 

at a m-inimum·:, the isot;hermal resfst~ce. changes in the trans_; 
' . ' 

... 

-formation temperature ~egions were studied.· Samples 'were 

held at some .temperature 50°C to l00°C from the t'ransforma:.. 
' . ' 

tion region,. .. cooled o;r heated rapidly to some predetermined 

temperature in ;,thi.s. r.egion and then held at this le.tter tern-

perature. 

For both. transfqrmations on heating (or cooling) ·a tem-
i 

pera.ture was- observed' below tr~hich (or above which) no trans

formation ·took plac~ isothermally in a reasonable period of 

.~. 
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time, about 1 hour. Above (or below) this tempera.ture an 

isotherma.l change in resista.nce Y.Jas observed. 

' Typical resistance-time curves for both tre.nsfor.me .. tions 

on hee ting are shown in Figure 10. These isothermal curve·s 

on heating exhibited an initial rapid decrease in resistance 

end then slower decreases to en apparent end of transforma~ 

tion. Upon further heating to a ~lightly P,igher terrip~rature, 

however, the resistance drop began again, continued isotherm

ally, and again stopped·~ The resistance continued. to. decrease 
l 

in this manne·r upon step-wise heating. over. a 15°0. t~ 25°0 . ,i 

.' ~i 

temperature range. :It is to be noted that on the·isotherma.l .'. 

segments· of the· .curves the resistance change was· uneven or 

s·tep-wis.:e in nature. These fee.tures were also ob~ervea for 

the alpht;t. to beta transformation of b.a.r samples on the ini tiel .. , 

heating, in which case complications of large beta gra.in. size. 

did not interfere~ The disa.ppearence of an alpha x-ray .reflec·-
" 

tion in the tr.ansformat~on temperature region also showed 

these general ch~acteristics. 

It should be sta.ted at this point that these observa

tions are not believed due ·to thermal gradients across the 

samples. The temperature distribution o.ver an entire uranium 

coil \-Jas shown by experimental checks to he c'onsta.nt to wi thfn 

at least 5°0. The r8.rlge.of temperature over which isothermal 

resistance change was observed was of· the order of ~5°G to 

25°0. Furthermore,, t.his renge of temperature was reproducible 

to within :e. few degrees for both \·Jire samples and bar samples. 
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Considering the wide differences in construction of the two 

pieces of apparatus used for the measurements on these two 

types of samples, such agreement due to similar thermal gradi

ents must be considered quite improbabl·e . 

\ . Typical isothermal curves for both trans.formations on. 

\coolin~· are' shown in Figure 11. The reel sta.nce-time curves 

for isothermal transformation on cooling wer·e cornpl,icated by 
I 
1!itn initial rapid rise 1ri resistance. This. initial rise· "tva.s 
' ' tt . . 

follOi..red bJ7 so!JJe fluctuation prior t'o. a genera.l .decrea~e ~ 

The.isothermal resi~tance change then continued to .an apparent 

end· of transformation, 1-Jith .the expected ·rise in reslst~nce. 

At the start of the regular portion of the ·curve only 10-30% 

·of ·the total.·resistance rise had taken place.· Upon· further ·. 

cooling. after all isothermal resist·ance chsnge had. appa.rently 

stopped~ the resistance again began to rise. ·This· rise con-
·~ . 

tinued isot~ermally at some lol'·ler temperature and again' 

stopped. · This. train of e.vents followed on stepwise cooling 

over about a 15°0 raJlge .' 
,·· ... 

The reason. fo~ the:_ initial irregula.r portion. of the curve·s 

is not known. In part it may be due to re~alescence-not 
. . 

detected by the thermocouple.in the cen~er of the coil and, 

therefore, not compensated b:y an appropriate power adjust

ment. Strain effects and orientation of. the new phase .. rela.-

tive to the current path might also play a pa:rt •. I One pos-,, 

sibili ty is that the ·new phase initially forms e.s. ·thin len ti cu-
' 

lar plate.s some ,of which are perpendicular to the direction of 
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current flovl in the wire. In that case the ch~mge. in resis

tance would be gre e.ter the.ri that expected for· a given volume 

percent transfo.rmed. Subsequent distortion of these pl~etelets 

migh.t possibly account for the la..ter drop in resistance. 

The resistance chanee at the a.pparent end of transforma.

tion for a ~ive~ isothermal run was con~erted to perce~t trans

formed' by the 'rel~ti6n , .. 
,•· I 

R., 1. 00 ·T =--:::::X 
Rt 

11 :. 

-8. 

i 

when·· Rt is· the total cQarige in resistanc~ rn,easured (for the 
. , . ',r .. 

' . ' ' . \ ·. . . . 

complete transformation over tbe 15 to 20°0 ra.ng·e~- Re. is the 
. . ' ' . . ~ . . ' 

resistance c~ange. et the apparent end of:· isothermal trans

formation~ and T ·.i.s :taken to be· the volurri~ percent of product 

formed. 
I . 

These data a:s a function of isotherrna.l tra.nsformation tem

perature for .the. alpha to beta and beta to. gamma. transforma.-
. . 

tions on hea.ti.ng are pr~sented in Figure i2 and F+gure 13. 
: 

In these figure~ the open symbols refer to the percent trans-

formed at the. apparent end of transformation on first· heating 

to the holding. temperature indicated. So ltd symbols refer to 

percent transformed at apparent end of transformation at one 

of the subsequent ter~eratures in the step-wise heatine proc

ess described. Simila.r data for cooling ere shm·m in Figure 

14 and Figure 15. 

A nomenclature for the critical temperatures (indicated 

on the figur~,s by boxes conte.ining crosses~ stmila.r to thatt: 
\I 
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' 
used for the martensite transformation in iron-carbon e.lloys 

' . 
was adopted. The ilomencl,ature is to be interpreted to mee.n 

thA.t the fJ s temperature pn. .hee.ting, for in~tance, is the tern-
, ' 

pere.ture at which beta st~rts to form,· 1·~·, below_ which no 

isothermal tr~.nsformation. of alpha to beta 4ra.n~um was ob-
' ' 

served;, (J f 1s ·the temperature above which :isotherm~! trans-

formation to beta urani\1~ \vEmt _to.lOO% oomp~etion~. On heating 

the fJ 9 temperature· was ~etermin.ed to be 66& ±. 2°0. and the p f 
temperature was. 690 + io~·o for the e.lpha to ·beta. transforms-

. . : ' 

'tjion. For the beta to ge,mma tre.nsforme tion :the correspond-ing 
. ; \ . ~ 

. temperat~re~. were f s = ??6 ±. 3°0 and f f · =. ?86 :t. 4°0. 

on· c.ool1ng the fl s 

and the fJ f t'ernpera ture 

. . 
temperature we.s found to be 7?2 + 5°C 

;J { . . '. t -

I . ·. . 
?61 + 390 for the g~mma to .beta traris-

-~ - . . . . . 

formB:tion ~- ·For the -beta;. to alpha. transformr.tton the values 

were·ti 8 ·_=.$58·±._qoo,.·e.n1 ccf ~ 645:t.'5°0~ ,' ·. 
. . I 

__ After the apparent rnd of isothermal transformation on 
. 1 . 

heating or cool~ng for bfth transformation~, _the resistance 

. change could be :caused t.p ~everse by· he~.tit'\g or cooling the 
I 

sample, as the case requ;ired. The reversa~; hovJever,· involved· 

a hyster~_s1s ·of about 890 for both transf'oyma:t:i.ons. 
, • . ' I 

... Analysis of. these 1ata give, the equiltbrium te.mpera.tures 

for the a.llotropic trentafo rma.tions in uranium to be 662 + 3°0. 
I \ . ( . ' 

for the alpha-beta t_ranrforma.tion and 774 t '4°0 for the beta-

gamma· transformation. · l 
- l 
The critical temp~re.t;ures determined 'for the allotropic 

. I 
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trs.nsforma tions. in uranium are sumnw.rized in Te.ble 2. ' . . 

'l'he tempera.tures for th.e all.otropic 'trcmsformations of 

uranium reported by six different investigator~ have been . 

summarized by Duwez ( 21) •. The temperatures reviewed for the 

Table 2. Critical temperat.ures for the allotrppic 
transformations ·tn uranium 

Alpha-beta ___ 
Equilibrium temperature: 

662 + JOC 

J 

« 8 = 658 + · 5°C · 

et f - 645 + 5°C 

fJ 8 = 6.66: ±. 2°0 

fj ·-r = 690 + 10°c · 

,Cooling 

Hee.ting 

Beta-ga.inma 
Equilibrium. temperature: 

7?4 +.4oc 

. l 6 = 776 + 3°C 

f'r· = 786 + 3°C · 

alphe . ...:.beta transformation ranged from 645 to o75°C; the aver-

age of these. values i's 662°C. The tempera.tures for the beta-
. . . . . 

ge.mrna tre.nsform~tio~ r~ge:d from ?64' to 7E~0°C; t~eir e.verage 

is 772°0. These average values are Ln agreement with those 
' . 

reported by Moore.and 1\elley (38) and agree within the experi

mental limits with the values f.6r the equilibrium temperatures 

determined in this invt:rstigation. 

The observations reported· in. this section can be sum:

mc:.rized simply. The allotropic . trensform~tions in high 
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purl ty Uranium prOCeed '180 thermally 1 bUt the 11m1 ting' perc·ent 

·· transformed isothermally 1 s a function of ~emperature over a 
'• 

\definite temperature r~mge. This was e.lso 'the case reported 

\Y·1Wh1te i(22) fo~. the lOl-l-temperature beta .to alpha tre.ns

t'ormation o:t' low-chromium ure.rtium-chromium a.lloys. I , . . 
\ 
\ 

·The percent trensformed is observed to be a function .of 
. . ' . 

,· 
tempere.ture in typical martensi tic . transfor~a.tione a.lso. The 

i . ·\ 
I 

dist~ingu1sh1ng fe_ature ip. the case of the ureniu,m tr~msforma.- · · 
, ' ' ' • . ', . ,' I ~·j· ' I • . 

tions is the -slower.· ?pproa.ch to the lirni tiJtg amount tre.I):sformed 
. . . . . • I . . 

. . . . 

at· a~y given 'tempe_ratu~e. Th.e·· results of th'e experimental 

examination of.th1s_d1s~1nguish1ng feature a.re reported in the 

following section._ 

.Kinetic Features of the Transform~.tions 

From the e.na.lysis of isotherme.l resistance-time curves 

for o. 025 inch diameter uranium wire samples'· c e'rtain char

acteristics of ltirtetics of the allotropic transformations 

have been deduced. 

·The data from the time-resistance reQorder charts were.· 

tabularized and converred to percent transformed versus· time 

data. For this purpose the relationship 

ARt x 100 
ART 

9. 

was use_d ·where ARt w9-s the measured chal'}ge in. resistance 

from the beginning of transfo-rmation to Fime 1, ART was the 

total change in res1sFance e.ccompa.nyinr: the complete trans-
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formation including the changes on subsequent step:...'tdse and 

slow heatlng to completion, and T "t-Ie.s . t~.ken as the volume 

percent of product formed isothermally in ·time t. Allowances 

1were roade for transformation on heB.ting or cooling before the 

temperature was leveled off' to a constant value. 

For conciseness th,ese data were grapqica.lly summe.rized 

on percent transformed versus log time plots. r,rhese plots 

\.Jere of a general sigmoid shape.,~ Representative plots of 

this type for neating and cooling e.re sho.Wn in'' Figures 16 e.nd 
I 

17. The step~wise ch?:nge in isothermal resistance as a fl.;lnc_

tion of time is reflect~d by the experimental points on these 

curves and wa.s pa.rticulerly pronounced for the beta_ to a.lpha 
. 

transformation. It should be noted that th~ isothermal 

resiste.nce-change stepf:l t•Jere as much -as ten tfmes 't-1hat could. 

be accounted for due to the 11 dee.d spot" sensitivity of the 
l 

recording potentio~ete~. 

A straight line p~ot of the percent -rransfornied versus 

time dc=.tta we..s then sought. 
'j. 

Such data mig~t be expected to 

give straight line plots if the proper choice of ·ordine.te e.nd 
r 

a.bsciss.a is made. The choice would be qu~ te clear if the 

function were known whtch correctly descr~bes the kinetics 

involved in the rea.ction. Straight line plots for various 
,, l'j 

typical solid s te.te trpnsforma.tions are krown but, excluding 

the case of classical growth of incoherent. nuclei, are 
' ! 

la.rgely empirical ( 22). The empirical p~ots have the advan-

tage -of clarity in_ summarizing experimen tjal data. ~,urther-
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more, these plots tend to clss sify tren.sformations .having 

certain features in corpmon even if these features a.re not yet 

expressible analytica.lly. 

It seems a.pparent that any functi
1
on <11-escribing the 

kinetics of th<:: isothermal transformation~ in Ul,anium as 
'' ' 

represented by the dat~ pres en ted would be re..ther ·complicated 
. . I 

in order to account fOJ? the step-wise cha.p.ges ln. lsothermal 
·: 

resistance 1 1. ~. 1 the ~urs ts of tra.nsformrtion activity. Of 

the plots attempt·ed th~ empirical plot sh~lm in .. Figures 18, 

1~ I 20 I end 21 most COI].Cisely summa.rizes Fhe ·data.. T~is type . 

. of plot was developed ~Y Austin and Rickett (59) for repre-
' 

sentation of kinetic data for the bainite· tranAfo~mation i~ ' ! . . 

iron-c·arbon alloys en,d was· used for the· Sf3.me purpose by 

Vvhi te ( 22) ~or the ~O\v~temperature beta tp alph:a .data for 

· ura.nium-chromium alloYf· 'l'he ordine.t.e of· these plots is on 

a proba.bllity scale; t};'le abscissa is log time. As can be 

seen from these plots }he date. for the in~ tial part of ·the 

transforroa.tion are faiflY v-1ell representep. by a straight 
,; 

line. 1'he departure from this line generfilly indicates a 
I 
;~ 

marked J:teductlon in raFe of' transformatlop culminating in 

the apparent end of transformation. 
1 

If the data were ;3nalyzed for the rqte of trensformation 
r .. 

as a function of time, the burst-like ac;ivi ty wa.s more 

drama.tica.lly emphasizef. A plot of this .·.type is shown in 

Figure 22. 'rhe ordinate for e&.ch point tis. a ob tal ned by 

dividing the percent ~ransforrned during \ihe time inter.ve.l 
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indicated by the horizontal bars on each point of the plot 

by that time interval. The abscissa of the plot is the time 

elapsed during isothermal transformation. The limits of 

experimental error could"' possibly permit apparent varia.tions 

in·rate of as much as 4,%, but effects larger tha.n- this must 

be considered real. The final dec~eaae in rate to the low 

levAl.. ·at which the transformation ~.pparently completes itself 

corresponO.s to the point at which the data begin t·o devl,ate 

fr·om the straight· line probability versus log t.im·e plots. 

The !Daxima for curves of the type shown in Figure· 22 .increase . 

rapidly i~he,n the degree of supercooling or superheating is 

increased. ·.TlJ.e increa.s~ being a fa.ctor of 10· for a. 3°C in-··. 
crease in . superheat for the beta. to gamma transformation. 

These plots: also suggest that if sufficient time -were e.llowed 
. . 

J ·to elapse isothermal. trenst'ormation might' possibly have been 

observed to continue .ver:y slowly beyond the apparent ~nd,of 

tra.nsformation ~ ·The experimental' apparatus employed, however, 

was ndt well suj,ted for verification of thts point. 
. . . . 

In summarizing. the kinetic features of the tra.nsformation 

in urani~m it. can be said that the ov~rall isothermal rcnutlons 

are relatively slow.· 'l'hey involve initial bursts of trans

formation a.ctivity followed by very slo,w approach to an appar

ent end of transformation. The percent-transformed-versus

isothermal-time da.ta for the initial activity c·an be fairly 

well represented· by. stra;ight line plots of e. type previously 

reported ( 39, 22) fo.r transformations involving the siow 



growth of coherent nuclei. The maximum initial rate of trans-, 

formation was observed. to increase ra.pidly with increasing 

degree of supercooling or superheating 1-1i yhin the renge of 

temperatures which could be profitably studied. Possible 
' 

interpretations of thes~ features \11ill be suggested. l?elol-,r .. 

'rhe straight lirie plots of the kinetic data suge;es.t tha.t 

the allotropic transfo:r;.mations in ure.nium ~nvolve the, slow . 

growth of coherent nuclei.- As l'Jas pointed. out in the introduc

tion, such slow growth is not unree.sone.ble. Some indic.a.tion 

of the rate.:....controlling factor must, however, . pe sought. 
. : ', . 

Holden (13)_ has su,'ggested, in expla.iqing the .slow cohe:r"':" 

.ent growth .of alpha Qee.dles in ure.nium-ch:r;omium alloys· at 

room temperature, that ·the retarding proc~ss: is · .. the ·r¢qu1re

ment of a build. up of .the transform?.tion. f?tresses to . a cri t,i

cal valu~ befo~e they can be relieved by 'winning .ot the alpha . 

product.·. At these temP,eratures he shmved that 't"tvinning of the 
~ 

FJ.lph;:; is. the only highly pl"obabl~ !Ilode of relief· ot: these 

stresses by defo.rniation~ Elastic stress. 'Qelow this t::ritical 

value would tend_ to OPP,OSe the transformation by Le Chatelier's · 
, I 

Principle. Thus, .the.~ate-controlling fa.qtor wa.s suggested 

to be the availability of modes of de.formation for relieving 

the transformation stre,sses. 
I 

At the temperatur1s investigated in.'fhe experiments re

ported· here it is reasonable to expect th~ t relief of the 
. ~ ~ ' 

transfor.mation stresself, will be largely bf deforma.tion o.r the 

softer alpha and gamma_ phases. The rnbdes; of deformation in. 
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beta uranium at high temperatures have not been reported, but 

the beta phase is known,. to be 'much harder :than either of the 

:_other phases at the tra~sformatioh temperatures (40). · Cahn 
\ ' ' . ' 

\8) has reported that a~pha uranium may deform by_slip, cross-

slip, kinking, and poligonizatioh above 40Q°C. Gamma uranium 
I ! : 
1 

·to 1 t r t i!s known be extremelY; p a.stic at he Lrsua; u:t'ma ion tern-
\ 

' \ 
p!3ra ture as is to be exfleC ted from 1 ts c·ry~ tal structure. 

I 

I . . . . . . 
The relative. orientatio9 of the phases invqlved in coherent 

: ti . 
transformation may .pes t~ic t the number· of J:?·Osf?ib.l,~ deforma- · 

tion · inod.es -actually ·av a.ilable for stress· r~lief: . . . . . . . . . r . 
I 

Thus, the 
I· 

limited a.ve.ilabi'li ty of modes of deformati9n for :relief of 

transformation stresses ·in- pure uranium is ve·ry probably one· 

Of the. rate.:_controliing ·factor's in the. SlO"f:growth of coher~nt 
. ' ' 

nuclei. It should. also _be noted that at tJ:?.e small. degrees of 

superheating and supercooling examined in ~his inV.e'st~gation, 

the negative chemical f:nee energy or me.ximl?-m driving force 

for the reaction is cer~ainly small. 
'i 

The bursts of trsn~fbrmation activity mus_t be due to one 

of two -events.. Either f large number of tpe nuclel present 
' 

at any given time suddeply grow a:t au a.ocep.e·rated re.tc or• more 
I . 

! 
nuclei ar~e · suddenly forjlled anQ. grolv. re.pidl,Y,. 

If the proposals br_ Knapp and Dehlin~er (14) t=~.bout the 
n 

kine tic·s of. coherent t11ansformations are ~onsulted, . _an uneven 
' ' d 

ra~e of -isothermal grot·1th of coherent nuclei e.l;ready present 

is n~t ·unreasopa.ble·. ~eferr'ing to Equatifn 1, this uneven 
' c 

growth ·rate can be rel,.ted to a cha.nge in: the balance between 

, I 

'--
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t~~ distortion energy term ev·and the fixed chemical free 

energy term f c. Any sudden relief of tre.nsforme.tion stresses 

\bY deformation would decrease the positive distortion energy 

term e.nd increase the e,ffec tiv·e driving force for further 

grot-.rth. 

These same proposals also suggest a possible mechanism 

for the· sudden formation and growth of mor~ nuclei. Si.nce it 

is proposed that. 11preformed nuclein can be activated by ex

ternal stresses on the ,etal, it is possible that internal. 

·StreSSes~ . genera ted in fhe met.al by the gr'owth O.f the nuclei 
\ 

already present, are ef.fe.ctiv~ in activating more_• 11pre.formed 

nuclei 11 for· growth.· 

· The very slow rat·e: of transformation observed in the final 

stages of is·othermal transformation may r~flect the. very slow 
. ' ' 

growth of coherent nuclei whose more re.pid gro"tvth has been . 
• "r , 

stopped due to s tre.in ynergy ~ onsiderations ~ This slow growth 

may be the result 6f stress reli~f-by a procesi similar to 
! 1 ( 

creep~ 

Lattice Pe.rameters of Uranium as a 
.Function of Temperature· 

/ The lattice par~eters of ura.nium have been determined 

oyer the temperature :ra.nge from room temperature to the melting 
. . . ~ 

point f·rom high-temperature x-ray diffractometer da.ta. The 
. . I 

0 

thermal expansio~. oi' the: metal at any tempera.ture ~.long the 

major crystallographic· a.xes can be detenmined from these data 
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as can the volume changes accompanying the transforma.tions. 
. . . . ~ 

Alpha uranium lattice 2arameters 

. The. experimental values determined for the le.ttice p~:tra

me.ters ,tl 1 b 1 and:· c of t,he orthorhombic alpha phe.se between 

20°0 and 600°0 are giv~n in Table 3. 'I'h.e cu'rves for la.ttice 
I . 

. '. l 

parameters as 'a ,run9ti9n of temperature dra1~n from th!3se deta 

Table 3. 

Sample · 
number 

1-3 
5-2 
BR 

3..,.2 
1-3 

l-3. 
3:-2 
D 

i-3 
3-~ 

l-3 
3-2 
l-2 

1-3 

3-2 
l-2 
l-3 

The va!ues .for .the 

.i: 

i 

.Experimental···values for the la.ttlce con.s.tants of 
. \. 

alpha ~ranium 

,:Temperature 
. : . oc ~ 

Lattice cbnsta.nts (A) 
.a. b. c 

~ 

20. 
'20 

2-8526 5.8682 . 4~948g 
2-8537 5.8619 4.9565 

·,27 2-8543 5 •. 8641 4.9575 

101 2.8578 . 5.8636; 4.9616 
105 2.8582 . 5.8660 .4.9578 

·. 200 2·8662 5.864g 4.9705 
\204 
.· 212 

. 2 .865? 5 .• 8634 4.9741 
2.8663 5.8646. 4.9?51 ... 

304 2·8'151 5 •. 8636 4.9844 
306 2.8756 5.8620 4~9881 

400 2.884g 5.8594 4.9985 
400 2.8845 5.8602 4.9996 
403 2.885g 5.8575 ,5.0033 

505 2-8971 5.8516 5.0203 

602 2.9113 5.8402 . 5. 0394 
603 
603 

2.9106 5.8406 5.0407 
2.9098 5.8393 5.0397 
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constants at l00°C j,ntervals, at room temper~ture, and at the 
'· 

alpha-beta tro.nsformBtion temperature e.re given in Table 4 

tlong 'with Caloula.ted volume per unit cell, volume per atom, 

\ o lume per gram-a torri, and density. 

Jete. uranium lattice pa.ra.meters 
I 
\ 

The slopes o1' the curves describing the lat tio e pA.ra..:. 
\ 

me·ters of beta uranium ?S a. funct1on or' temperature ha.ve been 

determined. 
. . ,il ' 

Thf3.S e: slop~s a.long 'tvi th the aver~ge .of thre.e sets 
I 

of p~ecision lattice parameter~ (obtained ~y the .modified 

C~heh extrapolatlon o'f ciiffractometer· da.ta.) has per.rni tted' the· 

construction of curves for the lattice parf3.meters a anQ. c as 

a func.tion of.· temperature. 

The experimental v~lues for the· lattice parameters ·at 

three temp_era.tures and fheir a.verage are given iri. Te.b~e · 5. 
' 

While the precision of ~hese measurements :is surely 0.1% or 

less, it, is to .be noted. that over the very small temperature 

range of stability of tpe beta. phase the tots.l .ohenge in the 

parameters is of this same order of magnl tude (0'.25% for a 

and o.06%for· c as \'1ill be' evident from tlte 'final 'data), • 

. This ·situation makes
1 
th,e proper choice of slope for the best 

curve through such d.at~ alone. highly indeterminc:::te. A deter

mination of the slope \>JEts, therefore, mad~ independently as 
. ' 

described belo'l.rJ. 

rrhe determination of these slopes· ·wap ma.de by calcula

tion from the observed shift in six x-ray diffraction peaks 
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i 

Table 4. Final x-ray results for alpha. uranium -

Volume 
Temperature Lattice constants Unit cell Atom g-atom Density . oc a b c ( lo-24cc) ( lo-24cc) ( cc) (g/cc) 

0 . 2.8523 5.864~ 4.9522 82.843 20.711 12.4?3 19.086 

25 2-8535 ~5·.-8648 -4, •. 95.:43 .. 82_.911. 20.?28 - 12-484 19 .o?0 

100 2.8583 5.864? 4.9612 83.165 20.791 12-522 19-012 

200 2.8660 5-8641 4.9?22 83 .5_65 20.891 12.582 18.921 CD 
\1'1, 

300 2.8747. 5.B627. 4.9851 84 .o1 6 21.004 : 12.650 18 .s20 

400 2.8852 5.8592 . 5.0005 .84-533 21-133 12.?2g 18.?04 

500 . 2.8969 5-8516 5-0187 85.075. 21.26g. 12.809 18.586 

600 2·~910? 5.839g 5.0402 85."6?4 .21·4-1 . 9. 12-900 18.455 

·662 2.9204 5.8310 5.0547. 86.0?6 21.519 12.660 18 .36g 
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Table 5. Experimental lattice constants of beta uranium 

Temperature Lattice constants (A) 
oc ' . e 

681 10. 758 5 _ 

. 736 10.7604 .. 
- ' 

765 10.7651 

Average a.ssum~ng linear change in constants 
with temperatur~: · 

a = 10.7S1 ' 

·, :\ 

at\_ 72,.7°0 
c = 5.654 \. 

c 

5.6532 

~-~ 6'515 . 

· .. ·s. 6570 

.... · 
. ' ,; ·~ 

as the temperature was changed in ·15°0 to. 25°0 intervals 

through the -beta: r~gion'.. uo 2 and uc reflections were used 
. ' ' . 

in correcting th~ positions of the metal peaks for ce.mera. 

error-s. From· the co:rrected reflection angle 29 f.or each . 

reflection, the corresponding interplanar spacing-. d was cal-

. culated. These\ 9: val\leS were plot-ted e.ge.inst temperature X· 

All six of thes'e· curves were straight lines showing· no evi-
' 

dence ofdiscontinuity or inversion. The six metal peaks were 

indexed employing the Bunn Ohe.rt. Tqese indices were· checked 

using the only available li tereture .value for the constants 

( 41) and tbe average value for the conste.nts a.t 727°0 reported 

in Table 5. 

It can be ,shown from the Bragg equ-e.tion that at a given 

t.emperature th~ axial ratio c/ a can be ce.lculated, giv,en the 

. ~ 
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indices hkl and the interplanar spacing for tv10 independent 

reflections, 1·~·, reflections for which d2 (h2 + k12) is not 1 . 1 

equal to (h~ + k~) d~ and di ·· 1yt-1s not equal to 1~ · d~. 

The expression derived is 

10· 

In this case the reflections observed .were indexed· to be 
I 

'', · .. 

the ( 320) ~ ( 511), ( 202) ,' ( 540), ( 522), and ( 621) .·: •. The above 
;· ·.· .. 

calculation was made for' all permissible pe.irs o:f .. reflections, 

taking t~e ~ v.alues from t.he experimental·~ ve~sue(.T·'?ldts, 

at 25°0 intervals in the beta: region. Ave;age v·al~ies,. of.. ci e~ 
in each interval ivere calcule.ted ~ Then from the e;xpression 

a = dhk:~,[b2 + k2 + ( :;) l, 2] J,/2 11. 

a was c~lcu:lated at .25°C intervals from each of the six .d 

values and the' average c/a value at this temp~r-a.tt~re .. 'rhese 

data were plotted and. the slope d~~) for each was measured. 

These values· are sho\'JI} in Te.ble 6. 

The slope d( a) can also be calculated from the measured 
dT. · 

slope of the d versus T plots. 'raking the deri va ti ve of both 

·sides of Eouation ll with respect to temperature one gets 
. . 

;, 1/2 . 
( a2/c2) 12..J + 

12. 



~Table 6. 

hk.1 

522 

88 

Calculated change in lattice parameters with 
temperature for beta uranium in A per °C 

d( a) d( a) 
dT (i"ij_1 

Ca:l.cula.ted from Calculated 
· Eguati.lons 10 and 11 · Egul).t~on 

26.3 X lo-5 22·?82 X 

21·8 X 1o-6 21·866 X 

from 
12 

lo-5 

lo-5 540 

320 

621 

202 

511 . 

18.8 X lo-5 · lB.?498 x lo-5 

hkl 

522 

540. 

320 

621 

202 

. 511 
•, 

. 20.1 X lo- 5 

31.3 X lo-5 

~7.0 X lo-5 

~ql 
dT 

. Ca:;Lculated from 
Eguations 10 and 

1.4 X lo-5 

1~2 X 10-5 

0.4 X 1o-5 

0.2 X 1o-b 

6.3 X lo- 5 

4.0 X lo-6 

20~088 X lo-5 

31.?85 X lo-5 

. 37 .?82 X lo-5 

ilil· 
. dT. 

. I 

Calcula.ted from 
13 Eguation 14 

3~046 X lo-5 

3.9-49 X lo- 5 

2-330 X lo- 5 

2 SH~ X J.o-5 

6.694 X 10- 5 

8.318 .X. lo-5 

Here d( Td) .. is measured, a is the average value from the Cohen 
.d 2 

extrapolations, and d( adfo-
2

) and a2jc2 are calculated from the· 

c/a data obtained above. Su,ch calculations were made for 
1 

each reflection and these results e.re a.lso shown in Table 6. 
. I 

The average slop~ from the 12 values, in Table.6 is 

~· 
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d~~) = 24.8 x_ 10- 5 A per °C 

The average value of a from the Cohen extrapolations is 

a = 10.761 + .005 A at 727 + 3°C 

Since th~ ~ versus T plots were linear and the calculated 

a versus !. plots were linear, these two values determine the 

plot of .§: versus tempere.ture for .the beta ura.nium. . The coeffi-:-
,.· 

cient of thermal expansion a in the 100 and 010 ·directions can 

be calculated using an extrapolated 0°C- value of· a = 10.581 + 

.005 A to be 

. Cl (100) = 
a o ,...a· · o · · · · -·. 

775 C 675 C.= 23.4 + 1.5 X :i0-.6 per:_ oa· 
. • aooc (.loo0 d)- - · 

· Exactiy ·similar; cp.lculatiorrs with regard to the 001 
' 

direction in beta.uranlu~ employing the equations 
. . . 1/2 

c/ = dhkl 0 c 2/af) {h2 + k2), + 12]: . . ·13~. 

and 
. l/2 

d~~,L ;;·. d~~--- [<c2f.~2) (n2 + Jr2) + 1~ . + 

c'(h-2 2 + k 2) . d ( c ~~a 2) ~ c 2j a:2) ( h 2 + k 2) + 1 ~ -1 . 
; 

. 14. 

give· 

'ct~~) = 3.4 x lo- 5 A per °C 

From the Cohen extrapolation 

c = 5.654 
I + .005 A at 727 + 3°C 

and by extrapo la.tion 

c = 5.409 + .005 A at o0 c 
c 
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giving 
I I 

The .data are sunmarized in Table 6 and in Figure 26. The 

final _results for the lattice parameter:s of beta uranium and 

the calculated· ciensi ty and v:olume values. a.t 25°0 ·intervals 
. . .. . ! 

.from 650°0 to :7?5°0 are given in Table 7. The .plot of these 
l'. • • 

. •' ! 

calculated values· is a straight line. in all cases~ · 

Table ?. 

Temper~ 
atureoc 

662 

6?5 

?00 

72o 

?50 

772 

i. 

Final x-ray ~esults for bet a uran:a um 

.. Lattice 
. constants 
.a c 

.. 
. 10.748()·, 5.65~8 

10.7540 

1,0.?604 

I' 

5-6525 . I 

5. 65;3n 

I, . 

Volume 
Unit cell At2m · · g-atom Density· 
(io-24cc) (lo-2 cc') {cc).'. (g/oo) 

. 652 ·~2 

653.41 

654.03 

654.81 

655.42 

21.74?. 

21.??6. 

.21.801 

21.827 

21·84? 

13.098 18.1?6· 

13.115· 18.154 

13 .. 130 18.132 

13.146 18-111 

13.158 18.o93 

io .?.?19-- 5~6~50 - 656.17 

Gamma uranium lattice parameters 

Contamination of the metal surface with U02 and UC and 

coarsening of the grain size of samples above 800°C during 
. -

the time necessary to record diffraction peaks proved trouble-

some. Large grain size and the resulting non-random orienta-
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Te~erature dependence of the lattice l?ar.ameters 
a (top) end 0 (bottom) for. tetragonal (beta) . 
uranium . --
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tion of the grains reduces the number of reflections picked 

up by the Geiger-counter _diff'rc..ctometer. However, two pure 

uranium samples each gave two t11ell defined metal reflections 

showing a 1 e.nd a 2 _ resolution at soooc, 900°C, and l005°C .· 

A larger number of ga~a peaks t.ver~ obtained by eniployir1g 

ur.s.rii urn-zirconium alloy samples. Measurements v1ere rn?.de on 

' alloys containing o·.5, 2.5, 5.0, 10.0 and 20.0 weigh11 percent 

zirconium. Four to six metal reflections were recorded·with 

each of these alloys· at 800°0., 900°C ~ l005°C, and 1060°0. 

The constants were refined using the U02 and u.c reflections 
. . . ' . . ' 

as. an aid in choosing . ~he.· p.t'oper slope for the .. Ne~son~Riley. 
'· 

plots. Th~ values fpr the refined parame.ters at each ·tem

pers.ture tvere ext.ra.po·la.ted .to zero perbent Z.lrconiuin. ·. The 

extr~polated values fqr the lattice constant ~ ~1ere in .gooq. 

agreement "TrJith those obtained· with pure uranium.· , These data 

are presented in .Table 8, and Figure 27 was dral..m from the 

Table 8. Experimental lattice constants of gamma uranium 

Tamp erntu ro 
oc 

800 

900 

1005 

1060 

Lattice 6onstant (A) 
F.hct:r~polA t~n frnm 

Ames Biscuit ~ranium .U-Zr alloys 

\. 

3.5354 

3.5420 

3.5492 

3. 5340 

3. 5405 

3.5506 

3.5550 

.. 



3.58 

3.56' 

en 3.54 · 
-~. 
0 
a:: 
·:;; 3.5 2 . 

. C) . 

z 
<t 

3.50· 

3~8 

3!46. 

Figure 27· 
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T~mperature depandenoe of. the lo.tt.ioe param~ter 
a tor bodr centered cubic (gamma) uranium · 
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experimental data giving an extrapolated' room temperature 

value of 3.4?21 "'A. The coefficient of thermal expansion 

\from 0°C to· 1100°C is calculated to be 
\ 

ll00°C = 3 · 5581 - 3 •4721 = 22.5 + 1.3 x l0-6 per °C 
3.4?2l(lloW 

The final values from . the plot of ~he parfitmeter s.t va.rious 

temperatures along with the calculated volume per cell, volume 
• • . 1 • • • • 

per atom, volume per gram-atom, ·and density are· given in Table. 
~- . . 

9. Calculated densities for all three ph~ses ,are presented in 
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Figure 28. Density of high=puri ty uranium. as -a function of temperature 
ca.J.cul~ted from x-r(iy data · · 



High temperature lattice 
parameters of U02- and .... UC 

It l..ras found desirable to use the lattice paramete·rs of 
. . -

uo2 and. uc as internal sta.ndards and as an aid iri indexing the 

tetragonal urani-um patterns taken a.t ·temperatur:e. The 1a.ttice 

parameters o~· uranium d.iO.X:i.de and uran1urn mono·carb1de ·iu Lh~ ., 
' 

beta temperatur~ range and the thermal expan~ion of· these 
. ,! 1 

)· 

material·s in ·the form of a surface film ·on massive·. UI_'anium 

from ·0°0 to ~oo6o has been determined~ J· ... 
l 

The .lattic~ parameters of· these co~~otinds-~ p~ksen:t as a 
. I . . 

I 

surface film; on massive uranium, ·were dete.rmined from x-ray 
. ' : ' . . . . -- . 

diffractometer. d·ata .taken at ·temperature··· in the course of the 

studies on. uranium. The avera.ge of six such dete·rminations 

at ?;1.?0 0 gave 

= 5.496 + .QQ5 A 

and 

' 
\ . 

The thermal expartsi~n wa.s determined by recording at 25°0 

intervals the po~ition- of the (200) peaks from the uo2-uo film 

on· a uranium s·ample. From these data a plot of apparent lat

tice parameter versus temperature could.be drawn for each 

compound. These plots were both straight lines above about 

200°0. Departure from liifeari ty_, corresponding to a more 

rapid decrease in lattice parameters·, ·tn~as observed in the tem

perature range from 200°0 to room temperature. This curved 

• 

• 
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portion of the plot is interpreted as due to the residual com

pressive stresses in the film which result from the relatively 

larger thermal contraction of the uranium on cooling. (The 

magnitude of the compressive strain can be calcul.ate.d from 

the curves tobe 0~3 ±. .1,% at room temperature.) The straight 

line portions of the .plots were extrB.polated to 0°C. The 

Coefficient Of thermal expansion CX' between 0°C and 800°0 was 

found to be 7.6 + o. 7 x 16-6 per °C for both uranium. d1oxide 

and uranium carbide . 

. These plots were corrected for camera errors·usirig the 

accepted value for the la.ttic.e parameter of uo2 at room tern-

perature, .a ·=·5.4682 A (41). These values provlded. ari inde~ . 
. . . . . i . 

pendent check on the· la:ttice parameters determined. direct·ly 

from beta ~eglon· date.. The values found from· th~ thermaf 

·expatision. curves at ?17°C ·were 

and auc = 4.964 + .003 A -. 
in good agreement with the values report~d above. 

Evaluation of x.:..ray results 

. The final results for the lattice parameters ·of alpha 

uranium agree with the powder x-ray values reported by Bridge, 

Sch'\-Jartz, and Vaughan ( 3) vJi thin 0.05% for all three parameters 

at all temperatures With the exception of C abOVe about 500°0 • 

Here the agreement is still quite good, and.is \>Jithin 0.2% at· 

'the tran sforme.tion tempera.ture. TheSe data are also .supported 
. . 

by the single crystal dilatometric da.ta of Lehr ·and .Langeron 
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( 43) . The decrease in the value of the,!?. parameter 1vi th 

increasing tempera.ture is rather unusual a.nd be.sic to the 

understanding of many of the irregular phenomene. observed 

during alpha cycling of ur~nium ( 6). 

The results from the final curves for beta uranium agree 

with the data gi veri by Thewli s ( 41) i'li thin the l.irrii.ts. ot 

experimental error. His .data for low-chromium uro.rilu.m~chromium 

alloys are 

a (100) . 0 
6?50C -. ??5 C = 23 + 1.4 x 10-6 ·per oc 

and 

·. . (ool} · 
. _a. 675°C; ·-· -??5°0 ~ 4.6 + 1.6 x io-6 per ~a-··.· 

He also reports a = 1·0.759 ±. .001 A; c = 5.65.6 + .• 001 A e:t 

720 + 10°0- irl excellent agreement with the results of this' - ·,;, . ' ' 

... 
investigation. The_data give no evidence for any,discontinu

i ties or cha.nge in slope in the curves for lattice parameter 

versus temperatures in the· region of beta stability. 

Cqnsidering:the small number of reflections which could 

be recorded and the extrapolations inv?lved, the precision in 

the measurement of the gamma parameters at various temperatu~ee 

is probab].y_not better than 0.2%. The value of the coeffi-
) 

cient of thermal expans.ion, ho;tvever, agrees nicely with the 
. ' 

va.lue of 22.6 x 10-6 per °C .from dilatometric measurements on 
f 

polycrystalline material as determined by Lloyd at the Argonne 

National Laboratory and reported by Foote (6). 

The lattice· para111eter at ?20°C and the coefficient. of 
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therma.l expension for U02. measured by The~'llis ( 41) . for uo 2 

\films on powdered uranium do not agree closely with there-

\
sults_p~esented 

are .. 

here for U02-UO films on. uranium. His values 

I 

·Ld .auo 2 = 5.512 + .005 A. at 720 + 10°0 

\ 

\ 
The latter value 't.ras calculated from his 720°0 ·l'fe.rameter .. and 

. ' ' . . '. . . : . . '.~· . ' ' . 

the same v·alu:e· for· ·20°0 a.s accepted in this work~.' . The d;is-
. . . . . I . . 

crepancy is very· probaqly du~ 'to the· difference in. campo si-
I : 

tion·or the fi'lms.measured. 

The reported .data give the volume changes at the trans

formations as· ~v«/!J · = 1-12% and. AVP/t. :=· o..7o%~ . These .. 
. . . . 

volume. changes are soq~ewhat smaller than. anticlpe.ted consider~ 

ing the le.rge me.croscopic distortion known to· accompany· the . 

· Oonsideration:s on .the Cryste.llographic 
· ·Features 'or the Transformations 

Phenomenological crystallographic theor.ies for trans

formations involving the nucleation and growth of coherent 

_nuclei have been.developed by Lieberman, 'Wechsler, and Read 
' 

(25, 26) and by Bowles and MacKenzie (44, 45; 46, -47). ·These 

theories permit the c~lcul a.tion of the crystallographic 

features of such tranf:?formations. · Habit plane, shear e.ngle 1 

and the c~!stal~Qgraphic relationship of product to paren~ 
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phase can be calculated. Only the lattice pare.mete rs of the 

phases at the trsnsformation temperatures and a sui ta.ble _ 
I 

choice of inhomogeneity such as twinning or slip are needed·. 

The results of the calcule.tion are, in most cases, mult-iple

valued, and not all of the solutio.ns ere observed experi

mentally. 'l'he exp·erltnental re.sults, however, ln ~.ll'or the· 

~ases treated agree·very closely to one consistent set of the 

calculated features. Tqe calculations have. been developed 
. . . . ·,, 

both graphically and in terms of matrix algebra. 

The prin~ipie on. 1i-v11,ich . these calculations are based- is 
\ 

that the strain ener'gy _1,nvo lved. will be minimized lf the 

boundary plane petwe~n ~he parent· end prod1,1c.t phase _is one o_f 
. ' 

zero av~rage __ di sto r_tion ~ . The basic theorerp o'f·. the Lieberman, 
' 

Wechsler, and Read .treayment ( 26) states that .'the necessary 

and sufficient condition for the existence· of_ a plane of. zero 
. ~· . 

net distortion is ~hat gn.e of the principl~ d'istort.ions b.e 

unity 1 _ .!_· e ·, one of the .principle transforrg_p:tlon. strain·s 

vanish'. From the lattice, parameter's of:· tl'ie two p:ha.se.s in-
l I 

volved, one can._ determi~e if thi-s condition can hold without 

some inhomogeneity such as ·twinning or slip ih the product_ 
I 

phase. That is, homogeneous distortion to give a ple.ne of' zero 

average distortion would be possible if tr~.nsform.ation of 
. I I . 

' 
simple corresponding ce~ls of the two phasrs can be accomplish-

ed by a distortion in wpich one of the pripciple distortions 

is unity. 

The lattice parameters for the tetragonal and orthorhombfc 
} 

\ • 
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phases in uranium at the _a:lpha-bet~1. transformation. temperature 

were reported in•the previous section to be 

a = 10.7444 A, c = 5.6515 A 

a = 2-9204 A,· b · = 5o8310 A, c = 5.0547 A. 

The configura.tion, involving ·the smallest distortion, 

which allows the homogeneous tren~formation of a small region · 

of beta urani1.1.m to, a1pha uranium t..re.s sought. The C9I'respond-
. . . . . . . :. . . . ' ' . ~-. . . . . 

ing primary cells must quite obviously con te.in 'an· ·equal· number 
. \ '~ . : . 

~ . . . ·.. . . . . 

of atoms. The· o ~tho rhombic unit cell contains f,ou~ .. :atorrrs and . . , . . . ,. '• 
'v' ,.,•' 

: 1::.; .. ., 

the tetragonal. unit cell. contains 30 atqms. T.here;fo.re, ~he. 
. ' . , . I .· .·.·,·· 

smalle~t' po sslble prima~y· cells ... must. both .contB.in:\6~.::a.toms'. · 
•' •;. •\: I', 

The config~ration,. shol'Ih in Figure· 29, of all of t~bse con-

sidered gave the· .smallest strain distortions. ·It: is . therefore 

expected to be fl:wpr~d ~ner.getically. The: primary tetragonal 

cell h~:?.s the pe.rameters · · 

·.ap d:-J2 ap ~ 15.194A. 

Cp = c~ = 5.6515 A . 

. The corresponding primary orthorhombic cell has the parameters 

Jlp. = 5 a.0 = 14.602 A 

bp = 3 c« = ~5-164 A 

Cp = bca = 5.8310 A 

The matrix wl:licht describes. the distortion of this primary 
' 

tetragonal cell to the corresponding orthorhombic cell dimen-

sions when related to an orthogonal set of axes xp, Yp, apd 

Zp in the llO, 110, and 001 directions, r.espectively, in the 1 

beta unit cell· is 
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z~~ zp 

/ 
/ 

+t---YfJ 

/ 

Figure 29. Diagrammatic representation of the relation of the 
corresponding primary cells for honJgeneous distortion 
of beta to alpha uranium. 

The normal beta lattice directions x/}, y , z11 are 
shown. The primary tetragonal cell (the ~ner "box"' 
in the figure) is drawn with the principal directions 
xB, Yp, Zp indicated. Xp is 45° from x;.3 and Yp is 
4_,0 from y ,4. The size of primary cell before and after 
beta to alpha transformation is indicat~d in terms of 
the lattice parameters of the two phases. 

• 

... 
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where 

T = 
0 

103 

0 

0 

0 

0· 

3 c... = dz = .... 
-{2 a/'J 

bat e.nd d3 = - = 1.0318 
C/J 

15. 

Thus,. contractions of 3.91.% e'.nd 0.20% in the 110 end 110 

'directions, and an. expaqsion of 3.18.% in the 001 ·direction,· 
. . 

respectively, would be r:e,quired to homogeneously transform a.· 

sma:il regj,on of. beta: urartium to alpha uranium.,·. ' . 
. . . 

. . . . I , . . : . . . ' I . 

It is i.nt~restfng to note that the principle distortion 
. ' ' . . 

d 2 is almost unity.· Furthermore'· if the alpha l'at'tice · pa.ra-

meter .£ extrapolated from the data reported by Bridge, ·~chwartz, 

and Vaugr;.an (3) ·is used~ ·this distor.tion is ce.lcul~.ted to be 

.almost exactly uili ty. '.llhe extrapolated val,ues of b and a· 

reported by the.se investigators agl:"ee vJi th those ti.s.ed here. 

Thus the conditio.ns for a plane of zero .distortion under 

homogeneous tre.nsformat.1,on a.re nearly m~t. ,.If it is assumed 

that dz is unity,· the u.q.i t normal· to the interface plane of· 

zero net di·stortion 'can. be calculated. 

If r{! is a unit vee tor ly.ing in the plane of zero dis-
~ 

tortion, then by definition it must be unchanged i.n length by 

the homo.geneous dis tor.t~on. Thet . .1.s, if rp lies in the plane 

of. zero distortion and 
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T r(J = r~ 16. 

then 

I 

\ 
lr/J I = 1 rot I = I T r /J I 17 • 

'rr the components of r11 a.re along the thre~ principle direc-
• 

tions of·the primary te~ragonal cell xp, Yp, and zp, then~-

~An be written a.s· the coluum m~.tr1x 
I 

•• 

\ 
.. , 

' Rnd 
1/2 ·. '' 

( "2 Y.~'-+ I rti I -· . xp + z2) . 18 • .p 
.I 

Furthermore., 

dl 0 0 Xp 

T rp = 0 1 0 Yp· 

0 o. d3 Zp ' '.' 

T rl' = 19. 

and 

20· 

. Thus, the conditio'n that r/) lie in the plape of zero dis tor-
I 

tion implies 

d2x2 
1. p + y2 

p + d2z2 3 p = {+ y2 + p 
z2 p 21. 

or 

(dt - I) 2 
Xp + 

. 2 
(d3 - l) 2 

0 ··Zp l 
r . , 

\. 
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Thus 

( 
21 l/2 l - dl 

2 = ±. K 
d;j - 1 

22. 

It follows that a unit'vector normal to the plane .of zero 

dis tort ion {which is to be the interface pla.ne or habit plane) 

is 
' 

1 
2 1/2 

( 1 + K ) 

. 23. 

.,, 
I 

'Choosing the .plus sign for K in Equation,· 22, numerical sub-

stltution gives 

. \ L. -7~65] . 6?64 . 

I, 
'! 

. . 
To refer this vector t6 the nor~al direction~ Zor the · 

beta un1 t cell axes requires a rotation through 45° about the 

zp axis so th.a t 

n(j = 
[ 

.7071 
-.7071 

. 0 

g1v.1ng 

[ 

.5208]· 
--5208 

.6764 
I 

·.7071 

~7071 

0 

OJ .. 
0 .. · np 
l . 

24. 

This is close to the norme.l to the { 221) beta. plane. ' No 

experimental determination of the he_bi t plane for the beta to 

alpha transformation i~ pure uranium he.s .been .reported. The 

un1 t normals to the reported ( 13, 23) habit planes for the 
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room temperatures beta to alpha trnnsformation in low-chromium 

uranium-chromium alloys are 

n~ (321) = [- :~:~n Md n~ (441) = [:::~:] 
So that the plane calculated is 23° 21

1 
from. the ( 321) · 

plane and 23° 58
1 

from the ( 441) plane. 
. .. :. ·, ...... · 

This comparison is, however, not necessaril:Y:'·e~pected to 
. · .. : ' . 

give agreement. The calculation of the habit pla,n.e.,.for' the 
I ' • • • 

• l • • 

uranium-ohro.inium alloys· at r~om ·temperature wi1{ ·:i:~y.oive · dif-

ferent l,attice· pe.rameter.s ·than those· used h:ere.: 
• ' , ' I ' 

. . . ~ .. ..... . ;,, 

parameters of thetwo· phases depend not only on temperature 

but on the 'chrom,.um content. .In fact,. it ·may be ~h~ case that 

none of the ·p~inciple. dist'ortions e.re very near to. unity for .. 

the alloy. transformatio.n • However, Butche·r· ( 24) pas · re.ported 
. '·. 

that the oriente.~ion of pure uranium alpha grains resulting 

from the transfor·mation of a beta single e1•ystal .of .pure· 

· uranium could be acco.unted for on the basis of the or1enLatlun 

relationship determined !'or the chromium-uranium· alloys· at 

room tomporature. 

Th~ evidence is, then, that for.the pure Qranium beta to 

alpha transformation none ot' the principle distortions sre,· 

in fact, exactly equal to unity. That is, the transformation 

distortion must normally be inhomogeneous. 

The calculation of the h ebi t plane and orientation : rela

tionships for .an inhomogeneous transformation of . a tetra-gonal 

.. 
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to an orthorhombic lattice has not yet been reported. In 

fact, all of the ~ransformetioris so far treated by-the 

phenomenological crys tal.lographic theories have involved at 

least one cubic:phase (48). 

Lieberrnan,. Wechsler and Read have tre1;1ted the cubiQ. to 
·., 

orthorhomb.ic ·transformation in Audd allo;ys ( 26l. The prime.ry . 

corresponding -~e~ls· wer~ chosen in the same orientation ~ug-. . . ' 

ges ted here. for ~raniumr . The· tnhomogenet t;y c})o s'en .~·:Was_ tw~nning 
• a • . i . ~ 

in the product ·phEJse. B:owever, in, order\ that there be· a.· .solu-
! .. 

tion in the tre.atment a·~ dev~loped the p~S.f.l~·in th~\ c.ubic 

phase which b:ec·o~ s the: twin plan~ in the: product must· be a 
. ! I,·· ... 

. . ~ ~ . 

mirror plane~.· Furth.erm?re, ·it mus_t not coptain.any o~ the-, 
• ' I ' , • ,' .' , ;• ' :-' :, . • • • 

principle atr~in·distoi .. fions d1, d2, d3 •. Thus, a .simple 
0 ; 0: • 0 0 0 ~0 ' M 0 : ,. '0, 0 0 0 0 ' 0 ' 0 ' • 0 0 

extension of:this treatFent to the tetragopa.~ to orthorhombic 

case is not po ~si'ble. the symmetry of the·. te·tragone.l lattice· 
I 

allow.s no such ,choic~ .. of twin plane for th~ sugge~ te.d configura-:-

tion ·for ur.aniu!n·· ~is:: c~mfiguratlon, e.s ~tated, ;apparently . . . . . . . 

\ 
involves the ·sm.allest strain distortions of any considered• 

. Christian (48) ··in .his review article ~ri the· status of 
. . . . . . . I . . • . 

the crystallographic th~ories implies that the uranium trans~ 
. ' 

formations can be tree.t~d. Certa.inly the principle of ininimi-
' 

zation of the strain.energy·by a habit plape of zero average 

:distortion must apply. The matheme:tical treatment will be com-. I 

plicated by the .lower symmetry of the pha9'es involved. 

The approach to t~e problem is clee.r~y to develop the 
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c~lculations for the uranium-chromium alloy tra.nsf-ormation·. 

For this case the experimental observations are available. 

The calculations for the· pure uranium transformation will 

apparently then be a matter of numerical substi t1,1tion; 

The experimental determination of the crysta.llogra.phiq 

featl.:lres of the alpha to beta uranium transforma.tion is. com-. 

p11ce.tec1 by tw~ dj,fficulties. The· attenuation 1n.Jntena1ty 

Of h:tgh angle X-ray diffraction reflections with_tempera.ture 

has been observed to be marked. Back reflection·La\ie orienta

tion· patterns taken at the tra.nsformation . temperature•: 'ere· not . 

very satisfactory. Secondly,.· the high x._ray absorption oocffi- · 
. . ~ ~· ... ... 

cient for·uranium also interferes with recording ·trapsmission 

.. or tront ~eflection Laue patte~ns even from crystals only 

aboi.l t a tenth of . a millime "te r thick. 

In. determln:ln·g the beta-gamma crys tallographio fe{ltures 

the experimental diff'ic4lt1es are ~xpected to be ampl.1f,.ed by . . ' . . ' 

the increase in temperature involved. The phenomenological· 

crys tallogra.phic c alcula.tions should, however, be readily 

extended to this body c~ntered ·cubic to tetragonal trnnsforma-

tion in urP..nium. 

:;; 

,, -. 

·" 

... 
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
. l' 

Resistance effects observed accompanying the v.'lpha' ... 'beta 

transfor~ation in high'. pu;i ty Uranium· .indiCAte a C.ertain degree 
I'" • •.• • • • • • •• 

of reversibility in the orientation of a given· grain on.thermel 

cycling through both transforrna.tions. The effect on the alpha

phase thermal t"~vinning tempera.ture, on the. resistance of newly

formed· alpha .. ,. and on the ~ra.nsformation tempere.tures result-· . . 

ing from rapid therma.l cycling of uranium through both alio-
. . 

topic transformations is interpreted to indica.te progressiv.e 

lattice hardening. 

It ·ha:s· been shovm that the allotropic transformations in 
. . . . . ' 

uranium proc.eeci isot!ler,ma.lly J but .,that; the extent of isothermal 
. . 

tra.nsformation is a ·function of temperature over a definite 

temperature ra.pge. The. isothermal transformation ini tia:l;I..y · . . . ; 

involves bursts of transformation a.ctivi ty, and proceeds in 
its later s ta.ges very slowly to an apparent end of ti~ansforma-

tion. 

The lattice parameters of high purity uranium from room 

temperature to the melting point have been experimentally 

~· de.termined. The crystallographic features of the e.lpha.-beta 

• 

I 
I 

transformation have been discussed in terms of the lA.tti.ce 

parameters of the two phases and the volume chenge at the 

transformation. temper~ture. 

From the evidence'presented it is concluded that the 

allotropic transformations in u·ranium proceed by the nucle-
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ation and slo\~ grolrJth of coherent nuclei~ The feetures of 

i the transformations ·'are closely similar to those of typical 

\

marteQ.si tic reactions, except for the kinetic features. Argu ..... 

ments have· been proposed to explain these non-typica.l kinetic 

\tea tures. 

'·, I 

. ) 

;· 

/ . 

... 

• 
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